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COUNCIL 3. 10. 2013 
 
 

CORPORATE AND FINANCIAL COMMITTEE 
FRIDAY 6 SEPTEMBER 2013 

 
 

PUBLIC EXCLUDED 
 
 

A meeting of the Corporate and Financial Committee 
was held in Committee Room 1 
on 6 September 2013 at 9.15am. 

 
 

PRESENT: Councillor Helen Broughton (Chairperson),  
Councillors Tim Carter, Jimmy Chen, Jamie Gough and Yani Johanson 

  
APOLOGIES: 
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14. PROPOSED RETAIL DEVELOPMENT 
Section 7(2)(i) 

General Manager responsible: General Manager Capital Programme Group, DDI 941-6401 

Officer responsible: General Manager Capital Programme Group 

Author: General Manager Capital Programme Group 

 
 PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
 1. To report to Councillors on a proposal for re-instating carparking in the central city. 
 
 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 2. The Council owns a building adjacent to “The Crossing” retail and commercial complex in the 

CBD. 
 

3. Prior to the earthquakes the building accommodated 186 carparks as well as the central city 
bus exchange. 

 
4. The building has been extensively damaged. Staff are at present negotiating settlement of a 

claim with the Council's insurers. 
 

5. AB Investments Ltd, the owner of "The Crossing" and a number of adjacent properties has 
entered into a joint venture with J B Ballantyne & Co Ltd to work on a comprehensive re-
development of the whole site, including the provision of off-street carparking. 

 
6. The joint venture has initiated discussions with Council staff with regard to the project. 

 
 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 

7. The Council is not in a position yet to take the matter further.  It must first reach settlement with 
its insurers with regard to the future of the carpark/bus exchange building. 

 
8. The Council’s 2013-16 Three Year Plan includes a budget of $70M for central city parking 

facilities.  Actual expenditure will depend on insurance claim recoveries. 
 
 Do the recommendations of this report align with 2013-16 TYP budgets? 
 

9.  Yes. 
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 LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

10. There are no particular legal issues to be considered at this point. 
 
 ALIGNMENT WITH LTCCP AND ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT PLANS 
 

11. Not applicable. 
 
 Do the recommendations of this report support a level of service or project in the 2013-16 

TYP? 
 

12. Yes. 
 
 ALIGNMENT WITH STRATEGIES 
 

13. Yes. 
 
 CONSULTATION FULFILMENT 
 

14. Not applicable. 
 
 STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 

That the Council resolves that it notes that: 
 

(a) AB Investments Ltd and JB Ballantyne & Co Ltd have entered into a joint venture to work on the 
re-development of properties in and around "The Crossing" building in the central city; 

 
(b) The re-development may include the adjacent Council-owned carparking/bus exchange 

building; 
 
(c) Once the Council has settled its insurance claim in respect of the building it will be in a position 

to make decisions with regard to the provision of parking in the area and its potential 
involvement in the re-development; and 

 
(d) Pending the outcome of that process staff will continue to discuss with the joint venture 

partners options for providing carparking facilities in or adjacent to the proposed development. 
 
 COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION 
 
 In addition to the staff recommendation above, staff tabled an additional recommendation for the 

Committee’s consideration as follows: 
 
 (e)  That staff bring a more detailed report back to the Council by the end of the year (or sooner if 

possible) with details of proposed commercial arrangements to progress this redevelopment in 
a way that aligns with other central city plans and strategies, eg. Parking. 

 
 COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
 

That the Council resolves that (a) to (d) of the staff recommendation be adopted and that staff bring a 
more detailed report back to the Council by the end of the year (or sooner if possible) with details of 
proposed commercial arrangements to progress this redevelopment in a way that aligns with other 
central city plans and strategies, eg. Parking. 
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 BACKGROUND (THE ISSUES) 
 

15. As indicated earlier in this report, the building owned by Council provided 186 carparks. 

16. Under the existing arrangements with AB Investments Ltd the Council has an obligation to 
provide the carparks until 31 December 2020.  There are further obligations with regard to fire 
protection and egress, and access both currently and should the Council's building be 
demolished.  

 
17. Potentially the re-development proposed by the joint venture will be a catalyst for the central 

city. It is an exciting project including a number of key retailers and incorporating laneways and 
open spaces. 

 
18. It is important that the Council supports and encourages such projects. Staff will put their efforts 

into settling the insurance claim as quickly as possible. 

19. They will also continue working with the joint venture partners with a view to bringing a more 
detailed report back to Councillors in due course. 

 

 
CONSIDERED THIS 3RD DAY OF OCTOBER 2013 
 
 
 
 
 MAYOR 
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COUNCIL 12. 12. 2013 
 
 

REPORT OF A MEETING OF THE  
EARTHQUAKE RECOVERY COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

HELD AT 9.30AM ON THURSDAY 5 DECEMBER 2013 
 
 

PRESENT:  Lianne Dalziel, The Mayor, (Chairperson). 
 Councillors Vicki Buck,  Jimmy Chen,  Phil Clearwater,  Pauline Cotter,  David East,  
 Jamie Gough,  Yani Johanson,  Ali Jones,  Glenn Livingstone,  Paul Lonsdale,  
 Raf Manji,  Tim Scandrett and Andrew Turner. 

 
 
APOLOGIES Apologies were received from Councillor Manji for lateness. Councillor Manji   

 arrived at 10.55am and was absent for clauses 3.1 and 3.2 
 
 
 
 
PART A - MATTERS REQUIRING A COUNCIL DECISION 
 
(1.) RESIDENTIAL ADVISORY SERVICE – MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
 

General Manager responsible: General Manager Community Services, DDI 941-8607 

Officer responsible: Strategic Initiatives Manager, Community Support Unit 

Author: Kevin Bennett 

 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to seek the Committee’s approval to: 

 
  1.1.1 Approve the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding – Cooperation between 

 agencies in greater Christchurch involved in providing a residential advisory service; and 
 

1.1.2 Approve a grant of $207,000.00 being made from the Christchurch Earthquake 
Mayoral Relief Fund as its contribution towards the operation of the Residential 
Advisory Service for the twelve month period, 16 May 2013 to 15 May 2014; and 

 
1.1.3 Note a further report being submitted to the Council at an appropriate time should 

a Right of Renewal be considered in accordance with the Memorandum of 
Understanding.  

 
2. BACKGROUND 

 
2.1 On 13 July 2012 the Christchurch City Council wrote to the Minister for Canterbury 

Earthquake Recovery requesting that an “insurance tribunal and advocacy service” be 
set up in Christchurch.  

 
2.2 On 19 April 2013 the Minister for Canterbury Earthquake Authority announced the 

delivery of the Residential Advisory Service (RAS) and on 16 May 2013 this service was 
officially launched.  

 
2.3 A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) has been developed, with the parties to this 

MOU being the Chief Executive of Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA), 
Earthquake Commission (EQC), Insurance Council of New Zealand (ICNZ) and the 
Christchurch City Council (CCC). A copy of this MOU, which contains financial 
implications for the Council, is attached as Appendix 1.  

 
2.4 The financial implications for CCC contained within the MOU are able to be funded 

through the Christchurch Earthquake Mayoral Relief Fund.  
 
2.5 At the Council meeting of 12 May 2011 it was resolved: 

Clause 26 
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 That the Christchurch Earthquake Mayoral Relief Fund was established, and will 
continue to be maintained, by the Council as a “public fund” (as described in section LD 
3(2)(d) of the Income Tax Act 2007) exclusively for the purpose of providing money for 
any one or more charitable, benevolent, philanthropic or cultural purposes related to and 
in particular to provide relief to the people of Christchurch from the adverse effects of the 
4 September 2010 and 22 February 2011 earthquakes, and associated aftershocks, by 
providing money for any activity or work required as a result of those events that:  

 
(i) contributes to the rebuilding of the social and physical infrastructure of 

Christchurch, and 
 

(ii) assists in: 
 

 remedying hardship suffered by individuals, groups, community 
organisations and businesses, and/or 

 protecting, repairing damage to or enhancing the physical fabric of the city. 
 

2.6 The Mayoral Earthquake Relief Fund essentially operates as a trust with the Council 
acting as the trustee. As trustee, the Council is bound to apply the monies only for the 
purposes specified in the Council resolution above. 

 
2.7 In terms of the activities that can be funded by the Mayoral Earthquake Relief Fund, the 

first requirement is that any grant be used to contribute to the rebuilding of the social and 
physical infrastructure of Christchurch. The Oxford Dictionary defines the word 
"infrastructure" generally as "the foundation or basic structure of an undertaking" and 
specifically as "the installations and services (power stations, sewers, roads, housing etc) 
regarded as the economic foundation of a country". The word “infrastructure” therefore 
implies the undertaking of physical works. 

 
2.8 However, paragraph (b) (i) of the resolution refers to "…any activity or work required as a 

result of those events that contribute to the rebuilding of the social and physical 
infrastructure of Christchurch…" It is therefore not necessary that the Mayoral 
Earthquake Relief Fund's monies be applied solely to rebuilding actual physical 
infrastructure, but it is necessary that the monies be applied to any work or activity that 
contributes to such rebuilding. Therefore, whilst the focus of the Mayoral Earthquake 
Relief Fund is the rebuilding of the social and physical infrastructure ("bricks and 
mortar"), it can also be used for any activity which contributes to that outcome. 

 
2.9 In addition, any grant from the Mayoral Earthquake Relief Fund must also assist in either 

remedying hardship or protecting, repairing or enhancing the physical fabric of the city. 
 

3. COMMENT 
 

3.1 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) held a series of meetings with 
stakeholder groups to identify the issues that property owners face during the EQC / 
insurance settlement process and the subsequent repair and rebuild process for property 
owners. 

 
3.2 The stakeholder groups identified a gap in support for residential property owners who 

are caught up in these insurance and repair / rebuild processes. The needs of residential 
property owners were identified and included a lack of understanding of their policies and 
where they were in the EQC / insurance process. The stakeholder groups suggested an 
independent service to respond to this gap in advice and support for property owners.  

 
3.3 The MOU provides for the purpose of the RAS as being: 

 
 The Parties will establish a service to support property owners through the 

insurance and repair / rebuild processes associated with the Canterbury 
earthquakes (Service). 
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 The Parties, whilst recognising the integrity and policies of each other, agree to 
work together in a spirit of cooperation and in accordance with agreed Terms of 
reference to fund and support the outcomes of the Service in accordance with the 
funding model.  

 
 The Participating Insurers’ participation in the Service does not bind them to act 

outside their contractual and commercial rights and obligations with respect to their 
respective customers or the operation of their businesses.  

 
3.4 RAS has identified the outcomes of the Service as:  

 
 Increased progress towards completion of the residential rebuild / repair 

process. 
 

 Increased financial viability of the RAS in the rebuild / repair process. 
 

 Increased clarity for property owners in the residential rebuild / repair 
process.  

 
3.5 The Governance structure of RAS comprises a senior representative (or substitute senior 

representative) from each of the Parties. Governance is responsible for: 
 

 Ensuring that the funding that is agreed between the Parties is paid by each 
of the Parties promptly; and 

 
 Strategic planning, decision making, service oversight and relationship 

management and does not extend to any operational decision made by an 
insurer and in relation to a particular claim.  

 
3.6 Clause 9 of the MOU provides for the term of this MOU to take effect on the day it is 

signed by the Parties and to continue for a term of twelve (12) months until it expires. As 
the MOU had been signed by the other Parties involved, in accordance with Clause 9 of 
the MOU it became effective on 16 May 2013 and expires on 15 May 2014. 

 
3.7 Where the Parties agree to continue funding the Service beyond the initial twelve month 

term, there is a right of renewal for a further term of twelve (12) months from the expiry 
date.  

 
3.8 As the other Parties to the MOU were desirous of the Council being represented at 

meetings of The Residential Advisory Service Governance Group between the MOU 
being accepted by the Council, and signed on its behalf, the task of attending the three 
Governance meetings held during that time was undertaken by the General Manager, 
Community Services as an interim measure. 

 
3.9 Funding Model: Schedule Two to the MOU includes the following twelve month funding 

model and the Council’s share, $207,000.00, of this funding is able to be met through the 
Christchurch Earthquake  Mayoral Relief Fund:  

 
Funding Party Funding Percentage Funding Amount 
Insurers 37% $325,600.00 
EQC 13% $114,400.00 
CERA 26.5% $233.000.00 
Christchurch City Council 23.5% $207,000.00 
Total 100% $880,000.00 

 
3.10 In accordance with the Right of Renewal, as set out in paragraph 18, there is potential for 

the Council to continue to assist with the funding of this service beyond the initial 12 
month period. This aspect will be covered by a further report being submitted to the 
Council at an appropriate time.  
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3.11 It is to be noted that the other Parties to this MOU have made contributions to the RAS, 
in accordance with the funding model detailed in paragraph 20 above.  

 
4. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 

4.1 The CCC initial twelve month cost share ($207,000.00) can be funded through the 
Christchurch Earthquake Mayoral Relief Fund. Costs associated with any Right of 
Renewal granted beyond the initial twelve month period are also able to be funded 
through this source but will be the subject of a further report to the Council at the 
appropriate time.  

 
5. LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 
5.1 The MOU has been considered by the Council’s Legal Services Unit and is considered to 

be appropriate for the purpose.  
 

6. STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 

It is recommended that the Committee: 
 

6.1 Approve the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding – Co-operation between 
agencies in greater Christchurch involved in providing a residential advisory service. 

 
6.2 Approve a grant of $207,000.00 being made from the Christchurch Earthquake Mayoral 

Relief Fund as its contribution towards the operation of the Residential Advisory Service 
for the twelve month period, 16 May 2013 to 15 May 2014. 

 
6.3 Note a further report being submitted to the Council at an appropriate time should a Right 

of Renewal be considered by the parties to continue funding the Residential Advisory 
Service for a further twelve month period in accordance with the Memorandum of 
Understanding.  

 
7. COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

 
That this report be considered by the Council at its meeting on 12 December 2013. 

 
 
(2.) LICHFIELD STREET AND THE CROSSING CARPARKS 
 

General Manager responsible: General Manager Capital Programme, DDI 941-8235 

Officer responsible: General Manager Capital Programme Manager  

Author: Kevin Locke  

 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

 
1.1 To update Council on two existing inner city car parking facilities that support the Retail 

Precinct and to update Council on a proposal for a retail development. 
 

2. BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 The Council is the owner of the Crossing Carpark building situated on Lichfield Street, 
Christchurch.  The Carpark was damaged during the Canterbury earthquakes and the 
repair or redevelopment of that building is currently being assessed and determined by 
Council and its insurers. 

2.2 A.B. Investments Limited (ABI) owns a substantial part of the block bounded by High, 
Lichfield and Colombo Streets and Cashel Mall (the ABI Block).  ABI’s rights in respect of 
land in relation to the ABI Block also include and relate to various easements, including an 
encumbrance over part of the Carpark building.  This includes an obligation to provide a 
carpark until 31 December 2020, access and fire egress.   
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2.3 ABI in collaboration with J Ballantyne and Co Limited under the name Ballantyne Carter 
Alliance (BCA) are seeking a comprehensive rebuild and redevelopment of the ABI Block 
including a master plan, construction programme and associated deliveries on the block 
to facilitate the reconstruction of this part of downtown Christchurch. 

2.4  At the 3 October 2013 Council meeting, it was resolved that Council note that: 

(a)  AB Investments Ltd and JB Ballantyne & Co Ltd have entered into a joint venture 
to work on the re-development of properties in and around "The Crossing" building 
in the central city;  

(b) The re-development may include the adjacent Council-owned car parking/bus 
exchange building;  

(c) Once the Council has settled its insurance claim in respect of the building it will be 
in a position to make decisions with regard to the provision of parking in the area 
and its potential involvement in the re-development; 

(d) Pending the outcome of that process staff will continue to discuss with the joint 
venture partners options for providing car parking facilities in or adjacent to the 
proposed development; and 

(e) That staff bring a more detailed report back to the Council by the end of the year. 

2.5 The Council is the owner of the Lichfield Street Carpark building.  The Carpark was 
damaged during the Canterbury earthquakes and the repair or redevelopment of that 
building is currently being assessed and determined by Council and its insurers. 

2.6  In the 2012/13 Annual Plan, it was expected that the Lichfield Street Carpark would be 
repaired to 100% of new building standards at a cost of $8.8M. 

2.7 Since the Council meeting of 3 October, staff have been progressing two key work 
streams: the parking plan for the Central City; and the resolution of the related insurance 
claims on both the Crossing and Lichfield Street car parks. 

2.8  The Christchurch Central Parking Plan is underway and an update on progress is 
provided for in the Council report titled An Accessible City – Christchurch Central 
Recovery Plan.  The relevant points are: 

 (a) the locations of the Lichfield and Crossing Carparking buildings are consistent with 
 the initial thinking stemming from the draft Parking Plan; 

(b) both carparks could meet some of the future anticipated parking demand from the 
development of the retail, innovation and justice and emergency precincts.  This will 
obviously depend on the size of the facilities and the scale of development that 
occurs.  

(c) the proposed scale and number of vehicle movements into the Crossing carpark in 
particular, needs further analyses for potential conflict with movements in and out of 
the purposed bus interchange and impacts on the key walking and cycling routes 
along Colombo Street. 

2.9 The current status of the insurance claim for the Lichfield Street car park building is as 
follows: 

 Full damage assessment report will be completed by 20 January 2014 
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 Formal claim to be submitted to insurers by 27 January 2014 
 It is anticipated that it will take at least six months to settle with our insurer  

 
2.10 The current status of the insurance claim for the Crossing car parking building is as 

follows: 
 

 Full damage assessment report will be completed by 24 December 2013  
 Formal claim to be submitted to insurers by 13 January 2014 
 It is anticipated that it will take at least six months to settle with our insurer  

 
2.11 ABI have completed an insurance settlement on the Crossing Complex and now want to 

progress in reopening the complex.  BCA want to develop the best retail complex possible 
and to work with the Council to provide parking facilities that will meet the objectives of 
both parties.  

2.12 BCA have been developing a proposal that would see: 

 Possible changes to the footprint and capacity of the carpark facility 
 BCA managing the development of the new car park facility on behalf of Council 
 Council owning and operating the carpark 365 days per year and providing a 

minimum of one hour of free parking 
   

4. COMMENT 
 

4.1 Resolution of car parking is seen as critical for progressing the retail precinct.  The 
Council is committed to ensuring that its carparking plan supports this and other 
developments proposed for the Central City.  The lack of certainty around the location is 
seen as a key issue. 

 
4.2 The provision of carparking is a vital element in the successful redevelopment of the retail 

precinct.  To date Council has been open to what might be the best utilisation of its land 
holdings in these blocks, while remaining committed to the provision of commensurate 
levels of pre-earthquake carparking to support the principle land use.  In some instances 
this has involved discussions about trading sites, and in others simply about integrating 
the current site/s into a range of adjoining buildings and laneways. 

 
4.3 There should be no lack of certainty around Council’s commitment.  However what is 

increasingly being sought is a public level of commitment to replace the carparking.  In 
order to simplify the debate, a strong statement by Council on the principle of 
redeveloping its existing sites would provide some assurance to the market, and while it  
removes some flexibility it will create some certainty. There is however a potential gap 
between the carparking provided in the Ballantynes block, pre and post quake, in the 
“Crossing” Block.  Prior to the quakes there were 960 off street carparks provided in the 
Ballantyne block, (600 in the Council carpark) and 320 collectively across Ballantynes, 
and Nam Yee’s and connected through the Council site.   The latter carparks no longer 
remain.  The Crossing Carpark across Colombo Street provided 200 carparks making a 
total of 1160 provided in the overall locality (note Wilsons also managed a carpark 
adjacent to the Grand Chancellor).  There is an opportunity to look at how best to 
redistribute this amount, or close to this amount in a manner that best supports the 
restoration of the Retail Precinct/s.  While a number of options have been raised the most 
developed has been led by AB Investments who are the predominant landowner in the 
Crossing Block, and who are in a strong position to lead that block redevelopment.  
Further discussions with ABI is warranted, particularly as they are keen to integrate the 
Crossing Carpark capacity (and beyond) into their future plans for the block.  In respect of 
carparking at The Crossing the logical next step would be to draft a Heads of Agreement 
between Council and BCA and bring this back to Council for consideration in the New 
Year. 
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4.4 Council’s intention with regard to parking arising from the Cost Sharing Agreement is 
twofold: 

  
 (a) restore the volume of Council-owned car parking in the Central City, and 
 (b) spend up to $70M (per the agreement) - $13.3M funded from borrowing and 

$56.7M  funded from recoveries from related insurance and land sales. 
 
4.5 One of the elements that has changed since the Council made its initial commitment in 

2011 is the release of the Central City Recovery Plan, including the Blueprint and Anchor 
Project Plan.  This has fundamentally changed the nature of Lichfield Street which prior to 
the earthquake was a major west to east arterial.  It now has a more limited function.  The 
second has been the relocation of the bus interchange to a site directly opposite the 
Crossing Carpark.  While these changes are not seen as negating the practical 
opportunity to develop the carparks, there are network capacity issues that will need to be 
resolved with CCDU if there are any plans to increase the individual capacity of the 
carpark/s beyond modest increases.    

 
4.6 The other issue remains the insurance programme and the lack of clarity as to the 

preferred option regarding repair or rebuild.  This process is underway as noted above, 
however it is apparent that whatever process is finally agreed Council is committed to, at 
a minimum, restoring the capacity it owned and provided.  The Council can also signal to 
all parties that it is supportive of achieving a more efficient yield out of the asset, and may 
look to increase capacity and utilisation, provided these increases are affordable, and 
sustainable in both a network and financial sense.  It is apparent that the swift resolution 
of the redevelopment options council has once it reaches an agreed position with its 
insurers is paramount, not only for the asset per se, but because of the significant role 
these assets play in the revitalisation of the Central City retail environment.  It is therefore 
important that Council seek to maximise the opportunities for these sites with key 
development stakeholders and actively pressure its insurers to achieve a definitive 
outcome. 

 
 
5. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

  
5.1 There are two key financial risks: the first is Council making a premature redevelopment 

decision for the carparking assets ahead of reaching a clear, or settled position with its 
insurers.   While there is a timetable in place this needs to be revisited to provide clarity 
and certainty for Council and for the Retail Precinct partners 

 
5.2 . The second is the investment in the extra off street carparking stock for the Central City.  

The Council’s 2013-16 Three Year Plan includes a budget of $70M for central city car 
parking facilities.  How this is to be distributed needs to be carefully managed so that we 
provide sufficient support to those parts of the Central City that are able to redevelop, 
without undermining the financial capability to invest in other parts of the Central City, as 
these show signs of recovery and renewal.  The previous off street parking network was 
well balanced, and this needs to be achieved again for the wellbeing and reliability of the 
whole Central City. 

 
 

6. STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 

It is recommended that the Council: 
 

6.1 Re affirm its commitment to providing at least pre-earthquake levels of carparking in the 
key Central City areas, and consider enhancing capacity where this does not impact on 
the wider network, or Council’s ability to financially support this investment, on a case by 
case basis. 
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6.2  Confirm its commitment to providing at least its pre-earthquake level of off street 
carparking in Lichfield Street and at the Crossing, on the sites that it owns, noting that it 
will consider opportunities for enhancement to support retail and business redevelopment 
in the blocks on a case by case basis. 

 
6.3  Note that the future size and configuration of its carparks will need to ensure they 

integrate well with the network and land uses proposed in the Central City Recovery Plan, 
in a long term sustainable manner. 

 
6.4  Instruct Council staff to actively pursue resolution of the insurance claims on its carparks 

with its insurers, noting that the settlement of these, and the options, that flow from 
settlement have a significant ability to influence the speed of Central City recovery. 

 
6.5    Request that staff work with BCA to draft a Heads of Agreement in respect of car park 

facilities at The Crossing site and to provide a further report to Council in the New Year 
 
6. COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

 
That this report be considered by the Council at its meeting on 12 December 2013. 

 
 
(3.) AN ACCESSIBLE CITY – CENTRAL CITY RECOVERY PLAN 
 

  Contact Contact Details 

General Manager responsible: General Manager  

Strategy and Planning.  

  

Officer responsible: Unit Manager Transport 
and Research.  

Y PA Amanda Poore 8812 

Author: Ruth Hudson, Policy 
Planner Transport.  

Y 8161 

 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

 
1.1 To provide Council with information on progress towards implementing ‘An Accessible 

City’ (AAC) chapter of the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan. The report includes 
information on the multi-agency governance structure to guide implementation, and a 
streamlined approval process for implementing the First Phase transport projects, 
Christchurch Central Parking Plan and Public Realm Network Plan. The report also 
seeks approval to proceed with early consultation with affected parties on the draft 
concept designs for the highest priority project, the Oxford and Tuam Street one-way 
swap. 

 
2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
2.1 The AAC chapter outlines the transport direction for the central city. Implementation of 

the plan is being jointly lead by CERA and CCC under a shared governance 
arrangement. There are currently three key programmes underway: the First Phase 
Transport Projects, the Christchurch Central Parking Plan and the Public Realm Network 
Plan. The first phase transport projects are: Oxford Terrace / Tuam street one-way swap; 
Armagh Street and Colombo Street improvements; Cambridge Terrace enhancements; 
Manchester Street boulevard; Hagley Ave and Selwyn Street network changes; 
enhancements to the Avenues; and the Kilmore Street two-way conversion. The 
Christchurch Central Parking Plan and Public Realm Network Plan are being developed 
in parallel to support the first phase transport projects. The parking plan will identify 
locations and options for delivery of parking provisions in the central city. The Public 
Realm Network Plan will provide direction for the proposed public realm and network 
changes for the Central City. 
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2.2 An approval process is also recommended for delivering the AAC transport projects, this 
is to maintain the momentum of the rebuild and to service anchor projects such as the 
bus interchange, hospital precinct and Avon river precinct. The highest priority first phase 
transport project is the first stage of the Oxford Terrace and Tuam Street one-way swap. 
The timeline for this project has been aligned to support the implementation of the Avon 
River precinct, bus interchange and health precinct. This report seeks approval to 
proceed with early consultation with affected parties on the draft concept designs for this 
project. 

 
3. BACKGROUND 

 
3.1 The AAC chapter of the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan contains the strategic 

transport direction and statutory provisions for the central city.  It focuses on the way 
people travel into and around the city, and how the streets will look as the central area 
redevelops. It also includes amendments to the central city transport provisions of the 
Christchurch City District Plan.  

 
3.2 AAC was approved in October 2013. It built on the work completed on the Christchurch 

City Council’s ‘Share an Idea’ campaign and resulting draft Central City Plan (2011), and 
on decisions made in the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan (2012). It also draws on 
the Greater Christchurch Recovery Strategy, Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan and 
the Regional Public Transport Plan. 

 
3.3 The AAC includes information on future road layouts, providing for pedestrians, cycles, 

public transport, private vehicles, speed zones and streetscapes, parking and District 
Plan provisions. Key elements of the draft chapter include: 

 
 A core area where speed limits will be reduced to a maximum of 30 km/hr;  

 
 Pedestrian priority on streets within the Core;  

 
 Enhanced routes and infrastructure for walking and cycling, including the 

Frame and the Avon River Precinct;  
 

 Changes to the one-way streets. Lichfield Street to become two-way and 
Tuam Street will become a one-way street. Salisbury and Kilmore Streets 
will become two-way; 

 
 Enhanced landscaping and streetscapes especially on Victoria, Colombo 

and High Streets, which will be redeveloped as “Main Streets” to support 
retail and mixed use development; 

 
 A centralised bus interchange; 

 
 The provision of high-quality public transport “super stops” at the Hospital 

and on Manchester Street to complement the central bus interchange;  
 

 Manchester, Tuam and St Asaph Streets to become the main public 
transport corridors; 

 
 Identification of locations for encouraging public off-street parking facilities to 

be developed; 
 

 Prioritised roads for cycling with separated cycle lanes;  
 

 The provision of attractive, safe through-block connections for pedestrian 
connectivity and service lanes. 
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4. COMMENT 

 
4.1 Implementation of the AAC transport projects has been initiated under a shared 

governance arrangement between CCDU, CCC, ECAN and NZTA. The governance 
arrangement provides clear pathways and agrees responsibilities to allow more efficient 
progress of projects through the individual approval processes within different 
organisations, most notably CCC and CCDU. A high performing and well serviced joint 
governance, management and control process is essential to enable efficient delivery of 
the programme.  A project steering group, project control group and technical project 
teams have now been established to coordinate the implementation of project outcomes. 

 
4.2 The delivery programme for the central city anchor projects and other central city 

developments requires a number of transport projects to be delivered early to enable 
construction to start. There are three key programmes currently underway.  These are: 

 
 The First Phase Transport Projects;  

 
 The Christchurch Central Parking Plan; and 

 
 The Public Realm Network Plan. 

 
First Phase Transport Projects 

 
4.3 The first phase of transport projects were agreed in the cost sharing negotiations 

between the Crown and CCC ($71m total funding, CCC contributing $27m excluding car 
parking). Council’s contribution to the first phase transport projects and associated 
budgets has been included in the Three Year Plan. Under the shared governance 
arrangement a lead has been identified for each project. Regardless of which agency is 
responsible to lead each project, all projects will be agreed and delivered in partnership. 
The first phase transport projects (outlined in Attachment 1) are: 

 
 Oxford Terrace and Tuam Street one-way swap (CERA lead): Oxford Terrace and 

Tuam Street one-way swap with the first stage of associated network changes to 
portions of St Asaph Street and Hagley Ave. This is the highest priority project 
because the design, network transformation and construction are essential to 
support the Avon River precinct, Health precinct and hospital development. The 
location of the Avon River precinct, the stadium and bus interchange means that in 
the future Oxford terrace and Lichfield Street will cease to function as a one-way 
route. Tuam Street will therefore become a west-east bound one-way street to 
replace Oxford Terrace. The second stage of the network changes will be 
extended to portions of St Asaph Street, Antigua Street, Montreal Street, Durham 
Street and Hagley Ave.  

 
 Armagh Street and Colombo Street (CERA): the design and construction includes 

renewal and streetscape work to support the Avon River precinct with amenity 
enhancements, slower vehicle speeds and pedestrian and cycle improvements. 

 
 Cambridge Terrace (CERA): landscape enhancements adjacent to the Avon River 

between Armagh and Lichfield Streets and portions of Durham Street. The design 
and construction is to support the Avon River precinct. 

 
 Manchester Street (CERA): Creating Manchester Street Boulevard (29m corridor) 

from the Bus Interchange to Kilmore Street, designs to include bus priority 
measures and a Superstop north of Worcester Street. The design and construction 
is timed to support the Bus Interchange. 

 Hagley Ave and Selwyn Street (CCC): Network changes to portions of Hagley Ave 
and Selwyn Street, and their intersections with Moorhouse Avenue. The design, 
network transformation and construction supports the Oxford to Tuam swap by 
encouraging traffic to use Selwyn Street and to ease the traffic pressure at Lincoln 
/ Moorhouse / Hagley intersection. 
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 Avenues improvements (CCC): Improvements to portions of the Avenues to cater 
for the increased traffic flows from the development of the slow core. The design 
and construction is to align with SCIRT rebuild programme for Fitzgerald Street 
Bridge and Moorhouse/Fitzgerald Avenue intersection. 

 
 Kilmore Street (CCC): conversion of Kilmore Street to two-way street adjacent to 

the North Frame. The design and network transformation is to align with SCIRT 
work programme. SCIRT will deliver a major like for like asset rebuild in Kilmore 
Street (Madras to Durham Street) between January and April 2014. Changes to 
road markings and traffic signals assets will be delivered later because of the need 
to carry out major traffic signal changes in the Central City in a coordinated way. 

 
 Public Realm Network Plan 
 

4.4 The Public Realm Network Plan (lead by CERA) will outline all of the proposed public 
realm and network changes for the Central City. A high quality and efficient public realm 
network (streets and public spaces) is pivotal to attracting people and business back to 
the centre. The Plan will provide the strategic and technical guidance for the consistent 
design of public realm spaces, transport systems and movement networks.  

 
 Christchurch Central Public Parking Plan 
 

4.5  Parking is a topic of particular interest from many developers and potential investors. In 
the short term, the parking operations team have compiled a stock-take of current 
available car-parking and are identifying opportunities to ensure adequate supply exists 
to support businesses on an ongoing basis. The Christchurch Central Parking Plan is 
being lead by CCC. It will cover the central city area within the five Avenues over the 
medium to long term. The parking plan will ensure that parking needs match the recovery 
programme and enable a transition from current parking to future parking supply and 
demand, as the city develops.  

 
4.6 The parking plan will identify parking supply requirements (both public and private) for all 

transport modes including bicycles, taxis, coaches and service deliveries, however its 
intended the initial emphasis will be on public visitor car parking as this is the most urgent 
issue. The plan will encourage a more coordinated approach to parking by understanding 
the future demands and identifying locations and options for delivery of parking 
provisions in the central city. This will inform negotiations with developers on public and 
private car parking needs and requirements. To enable the transition of parking supply in 
the city, its intended that the plan will be a living document, with a map which will be 
updated regularly when new data on parking supply and demand becomes available as 
land is developed. 

 
 Retail Precinct Parking  
 

4.7  There is an urgent need for parking space in the central city to support existing and 
future development of the retail precinct. This is currently only provided by at-grade 
parking spaces due to the earthquake damage to the Council parking buildings. A 
separate Council Report (titled Lichfield and the Crossing Car parking) addresses this 
issue and outlines a process for progressing public parking in this location. The location 
of the Lichfield and Crossings car parks is consistent with the initial thinking stemming 
from the draft Parking Plan and both car parks could meet some of the future anticipated 
parking demand from development of the retail, innovation and justice & emergency 
precincts. However, the proposed scale and number of vehicle movements into the 
Crossing car park in particular, needs further analyses for potential conflict with 
movements in and out of the proposed bus interchange, and impacts on the key walking 
and cycling routes along Colombo Street.  
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 Approval Process: Council input to projects 
 

4.8  The AAC chapter and programme of works, as well as aspects of the Avon River 
Precinct, led to changes to the road network which fall within the Council’s 
responsibilities as Road Controlling Authority. The normal process that Council follows in 
considering, consulting and deciding upon these types of changes can take anywhere 
from 11 to 15 weeks, or greater. The proposed works form an important part of the 
central city recovery, and the timely delivery of these are important to maintain the 
momentum of the rebuild, ensure confidence in the rebuild, and service anchor projects 
such as the bus interchange, hospital precinct and Avon river precinct. 

 
4.9 Following the normal process will mean that the works will delay an already ambitious 

programme and prevent delivery of the works in time to satisfy the dependencies such as 
the opening of the bus interchange in mid 2015. As such, an alternative process is 
proposed that balances the need to maintain progress while ensuring appropriate 
engagement and considered decision making. This will include stakeholder engagement 
that will focus only on the matters that have not already been decided upon through the 
consultation and decisions behind the AAC chapter. 

 
4.10 The proposed Council approval process for AAC is: 

 
 A Council Workshop in February to introduce further details of the first 

phase transport projects, draft Christchurch Central Parking Plan and draft 
Public Realm Network Plan and receive input on the proposals for the 
overall configuration of the network. 

 
 Information will then be provided to the wider public.  

 
 Concept design work will then further develop these proposals and prepare 

material suitable for engagement with affected stakeholders on the matters 
which are not already decided by the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan.  
The issues that were not covered already by the AAC are generally local in 
nature, such as on-street parking outside properties, and location of 
cycleways in relation to properties. 

 
 Affected stakeholders (such as adjacent landowners and user associations) 

will be engaged during the concept design process of the first phase 
transport projects during the first half of 2014 on the localised matters 
described above.  

 
 It is then intended to workshop the concept design proposals with 

Community Board members, where appropriate, for design input at the 
same time as engaging with affected stakeholders. 

 
 Following affected stakeholder consultation, a summary of consultation 

responses and amended designs will be reported to full Council for approval 
as the road controlling authority. Note that all decisions will be bought to full 
Council directly. 

 
 Oxford Terrace and Tuam Street Swap 
 

4.11 The highest priority first phase transport project is the first stage of the Oxford Terrace 
and Tuam Street one-way swap. The timeline for this project has been aligned to support 
the implementation of the Avon River precinct, bus interchange, hospital redevelopment 
and health precinct. The overall objective is to enable the early closure of Oxford Terrace 
for the Avon River Precinct Project, and establish one-way progression of Tuam and St 
Asaph Streets within the project area. The draft concept would outline proposed changes 
to traffic signals and lane arrangements (Attachment 2), this would include: 
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 One-way Tuam Street eastbound between Hagley Avenue and Montreal 
Street, including interim intersection arrangements at the Montreal Street 
intersection. 

 
 Closing Oxford Terrace to eastbound general traffic, but maintaining 

ambulance egress to Antigua Street. 
 

 Maintaining westbound bus movements and the bus stop on Tuam Street 
between Antigua Street and Hagley Avenue. This will require the restriction 
of the westbound lane on Tuam Street between Hagley Avenue and Antigua 
Street to bus only traffic with some associated loss of parking. 

 
 Relocating the bus stop (and associated shelters and signage) from Oxford 

Terrace outside the hospital to the interim Tuam Street bus stop between 
Hagley Avenue and Antigua Street.  

 
 One-way St Asaph Street westbound between Antigua Street and Hagley 

Avenue, including formation of cycle lanes on the south side with some loss 
of parking. 

 
 Amending kerblines and traffic islands at the Hagley Ave / St Asaph Street 

intersections to provide for dual westbound general traffic movements. At 
the Hagley Ave / Tuam Street intersection the design will allow for 
westbound bus movements. 

 
 Design costs, temporary traffic management and road safety audit of the 

concept. 
 

 In parallel, CCC and CERA are exploring options for alternative provisions 
for off-street parking to replace any on-street parking lost and to ensure 
effective operations of the Health Precinct. 

 
4.12 There is no significant physical road reconstruction anticipated as a result of the concept 

design. The second stage of this project would include public realm improvements and 
active and public transport infrastructure. Draft concept plans are currently in preparation 
and will outline the preferred option for the proposed network changes. Approval is 
sought from Council to proceed with early consultation to affected parties on the draft 
concept design before Christmas 2013. 

 
5. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

 
5.1 The draft AAC chapter provides a plan for the future transport network in the Central City. 

Funding has already been allocated for the 1st Phase Transport projects as part of the 
Crown Funding Agreement.  This Council Report is not requesting a commitment to the 
delivery of any specific transport project.  Council’s commitment and cost-sharing 
agreement for Central City transport projects and associated budgets has been 
determined through the Three Year Plan. 

 
6. STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

 
It is recommended that the Committee of the Whole: 

 
6.1 Note the information on the shared governance arrangements and the approvals process 

for the first phase transport projects in the An Accessible City chapter of the Christchurch 
Central Recovery Plan.  

 
6.2 Note a workshop on the first phase transport projects, draft Parking Plan and draft Public 

Realm Network Plan will be held with Council in February 2014.  
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6.3 Proceed to public consultation on the draft concept designs for the first phase transport 

projects in early 2014, after the first Council workshop in February. Following 
consultation, a summary of public consultation responses and amendments to the final 
designs will be reported to Council for approval during 2014. 

 
6.4 Proceed to early stakeholder consultation with affected parties on the draft concept 

design for the highest priority project, the Oxford Terrace and Tuam street one-way 
swap. 

 
7. COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

 
That this report be considered by the Council at its meeting on 12 December 2013. 

 
 
(4.) HOTEL GRAND CHANCELLOR BASE ISOLATION FOUNDATIONS APPROVAL 
 

  Contact Contact Details 

General Manager responsible: Acting General Manager, 
City Environment Group 

N  

Officer responsible: Acting Asset and Network 
Planning Manager  

Y Ron Clarke, ext 5009 

Author: Richard Holland N  

 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

 
1.1 The purpose of the report is to gain Council approval for a licence for Hotel Grand 

Chancellor to occupy public road space under the footpath for a structural foundation 
solution along the Cashel Street building length.  This structure extends up to one metre 
underground and is required to allow for a base isolators movement zone in the event of 
a significant seismic event. 

 
1.2 The hotel propose to build to the road boundary but on the first two floors have a 475 mm 

setback and fit the main foundation structural elements within the private lot space. 
However there will be movement of 700 mm of the building which will extend over the 
private lot boundary and onto the public road footpath space in the event of a significant 
seismic event.  The footpath movement zone will have a moving cover which will likely 
protect the footpath surface from major damage. 

 
2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
2.1 The Grand Chancellor fronting on 145 to 161 Cashel Street wish to rebuild the hotel on 

the same site but on foundations with base isolators and use part of the public road 
space under the footpath for movement rumble room. The hotel building will move up to 
700 mm in all directions on the isolators including over the footpath where a flush 
finished footpath cover will pop out and move with the building.  

 
2.2 Main structural foundations will be contained in the private lot. However the base 

isolators move like plates in a significant seismic event such as ultimate limit state and 
maximum considered event. These plates will move up to 700 mm and slide within a 
foundation case under the footpath. 

 
2.3 The application has been through both the Urban Design Panel (UDP) and Joint 

Management Board (JMB) processes. The UDP process is a non-statutory process 
wherein the proposed building is assessed on its design merit by a panel of designers 
selected from  pool of suitably qualified experts in the fields of design that are nominated 
by their respective institutes (eg. NZIA, NZILA). 

 
2.4 The relevant rule regarding the siting of buildings in relation to a road boundary is 

outlined below (from Volume 3 part 3 of the City Plan).  This rule was injected into the 
Plan via the Blueprint and Central City Recovery Plan process. 
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  Building Setback and Continuity  
 
  (a) On sites in the area identified as the Core on Planning Map 39I, buildings shall be 

built:  
 
  (i) Up to a road boundary, except that where the lot fronts more than one road boundary, 

buildings shall be built up to all road boundaries of the lot; and  
 
  (ii) Across 100% of the width of a lot where it abuts all road boundaries (excluding 

access ways and service lanes), except that one vehicle crossing may be located on 
each road frontage of the site. 

 
2.5 To comply with the City Plan if the building is set back from the boundary a variation to 

the Resource Consent is required to the Joint Management Board. In this instance only 
the two lower levels are set back 475 mm. The rest of the frontage is on the boundary. 

 
2.6 Section 341 of the Local Government Act 1974 permits the Council to grant leases or 

licences of the subsoil of roads.   The Council will need to approve a licence to occupy 
the public road space for the area occupied by the base isolation subsoil space beneath 
the surface of the road footpath.  Section 357 of the Local Government Act 1974 requires 
the Council not to authorise or suffer any encroachment on a road that would obstruct 
infrastructure under or over the road. The proposed base isolation movement foundation 
case under the footpath could be used for the underground services such as power and 
telecommunications. Council’s services for water and wastewater are outside the 
foundation structure. There will be no obstruction the free and unobstructed passage of 
vehicles and pedestrians lawfully using the road. Any such lease will also need to contain 
an indemnity given by the lessee in favour of Council against the risk of damage. 

 
2.7 The Structures on Roads Policy 2010 does not cover this type of occupation, therefore it 

is proposed that a policy addition is brought to Council in order that this subsoil 
occupation can be covered within guidelines. There is some risk which is moderate to 
pedestrians with the footpath movement plate moving but only during a significant 
seismic event. The applicant will need to indemnify Council for that risk. The existing 
Policy has a section where Council reserves the right to charge rental fees for all 
commercial activities on a public road. If the movement on the base isolators was 
contained all within the private lot and not on public road there would be a lesser gross 
floor area to the building meaning that there is commercial advantage in the public road 
occupation. 

 
2.8 Under section 218 (1) of the Resource Management Act 1991 a lease or licence for more 

than 35 years would trigger the need for a subdivision consent.  Council staff would not 
be in favour of stopping the public road as an alternative to a licence, or to apply for a 
consent to subdivide the land. It is therefore recommended that any licence granted be 
for 35 years or less, on the basis that a new licence therefore would need to be issued by 
Council after 35 years. 

 
 3. BACKGROUND 
 
 3.1 The rebuild of the Hotel Grand Chancellor at 145 to 161 Cashel Street will be on a raft 

foundation with base isolation which allows the building to move in a significant seismic 
event. To maximise the space within the building and to comply with City Plan rule and 
also provide base isolation movement beyond the private lot occupation of the subsoil 
beneath the surface of the public road is required. The building will move 700 mm in all 
directions. 

 
 
 3.2 The building will also move out over the footpath in a significant seismic event. A plate 

system in the footpath will also move 1.7 metres into the footpath zone. A 2 metre clear 
footpath zone will be unaffected during any movement to allow free unimpeded access 
for pedestrians should there be any changes in the footpath movement plate. 
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 3.3 Sewer, water and storm water services remain the public road space, but other services 

can be relocated within the base isolation movement foundation case under the footpath 
and inspection hatches integrated into the footpath. Minor seismic events are 
accommodated with a small 75 mm expansion joint at the glazing line. 

 
 4. COMMENT 
 
 4.1 Council staff would prefer that all movement of the building on base isolation is contained 

within the private lot rather that partially on public road space, to negate the need for a 
licence to occupy the space and avoid any risk to in-ground infrastructure services and 
above ground public footpath space.  

 
 5. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
 5.1 The financial implication is damage to the footpath by the building movement. The 

designers have minimised this risk by inserting a movement plate at footpath level that 
will by all accounts return to its original position once the base isolators return to their 
original position.  

 
6. STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

 
It is recommended that the Council: 

 
 6.1 Approve, pursuant to section 341 of the Local Government Act 1974, a lease or a licence 

to occupy the subsoil of the public road space for a base isolation structural movement 
foundation case of approximately 1 metre under the footpath in front of 145 to 161 
Cashel Street as part of the Hotel Grand Chancellor development for a term of 35 years, 
at a rental that reflects the commercial nature of the development. 

 
 6.2 That delegated authority be given to the Corporate Support Unit Manager to negotiate 

and enter into the above licence on terms and conditions acceptable to the manager. 
 
 6.3 Establish a working party of two nominated councillors to work with staff to review the 

Existing Structures on Streets Policy to incorporate changes to support rebuild and 
recovery and bring the Policy back to Council at the earliest opportunity for adoption. 

 
7. COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

 
That this report be considered by the Council at its meeting on 12 December 2013. 

 
 
(5.) PORT HILLS SLOPE STABILITY INFORMATION PAPER  
 

  Contact Contact Details 

General Manager responsible: General Manager  

Strategy and Planning 
Group 

Y Diane Campbell 941 8281 

Officer responsible: Manager 

Legal Services Unit  

As 
above 

As  above 

Author: Port Hills Programme 
Manager 

As 
above 

As above 

 
 

1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide the current Council with the background to 
Council’s involvement with policy formation and decisions relating to slope stability 
hazards (being rockroll, cliff collapse and mass movement) on the Port Hills since the 
Darfield Earthquake of 4 September 2010. 
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1.2 The report provides a chronology of events and a more detailed record of significant 
Council decisions and or policy initiatives. 

 
2. CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS 

 
2.1 The aftershocks to the Darfield earthquake on 22 February 2011 and 13 June 2011 

caused loss of life (on 22 February 2011) and significant property damage in the Port 
Hills (on both 22 February 2011 and 13 June 2011).  
Rockfall is a life-safety issue (5 people killed); approx 10,000 individually mapped 
boulders; over 200 houses hit and damaged. 
Four major collapses of cliffs (Redcliffs, Peacocks Gallop, Richmond Hill, Whitewash 
Head) and 40 houses damaged. 

 
2.2 On 1 July 2011, 13,400 properties on the Port Hills were zoned white by the Minister for 

Canterbury Earthquake Recovery (“MCER”) whilst assessments were undertaken. Three 
studies on life-safety risks associated with rock fall and cliff collapse were undertaken by 
the Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences (GNS) for Council, a ”ground truthing” of 
this GNS model was undertaken by the Port Hills Geotechnical Group (PHGG), and a 3D 
rockfall study by Geovert for CERA.  

 
2.3 Between 5 September 2011 and 18 May 2012, approximately 11,700 properties (of the 

13,400 properties referred to above) were zoned by the MCER from white to green, 
leaving approximately 1,700 properties in the Port Hills White Zone. See table in 3.1.  

 
2.4 After the earthquake in February 2011 Council placed Red stickers under the Civil 

Defence Emergency Management Act 2002 on properties considered too dangerous to 
occupy. These notices were later superseded in July 2011 by notices issued under s124 
of the Building Act 2004. These were applied to properties where Council considered 
there was a potential danger from falling rocks, cliff collapse and debris inundation and 
land movement. 

 
2.5 GNS delivered to Council and CERA a series of reports in the period March 2012 to 

June 2012 in regards to rock roll and cliff collapse in the Port Hills.  The reports 
suggested that there is an annual individual fatality risk (AIFR) associated with a number 
of properties in the Port Hills due to rock roll. The reports informed the policy CERA 
developed and approved by Cabinet in June 2012 which determined what was an 
intolerable life risk on the Port Hills in relation to rock roll and cliff collapse. That policy 
became the basis for creating a red zone on the Port Hills.  

 
2.6 On 29 June 2012, 285 properties in the Port Hills were red zoned by MCER. These 

included properties where there is either a life risk associated with cliff collapse (191 
properties), or where there is considered to be an unacceptable life risk (greater than 1 in 
1,000 at 2012 risk levels) due to rock roll (94 properties). 

 
2.7 On 29 June 2012, MCER announced that eligible red zoned properties owners would 

receive a Crown offer similar to that provided on the flat lands. Property owners were 
informed that details of this offer would be available towards the end of July 2012, and 
offers would be sent to eligible property owners who had returned signed consent forms 
in August 2012.   

 
2.8 In June 2012 Council instructed GNS to commence the Land Damage investigation into 

mass movement on the Port Hills. 
 

2.9 On 15 August 2012 Council resolved to contribute 50% of the net costs relating to red 
zone property acquisition or mitigation costs in the Port Hills at an estimated cost of 
$57,945,100. 

 
2.10 On 17 August 2012 a further 126 properties were rezoned by MCER from white to red 

(rockroll or cliff collapse), and six properties were rezoned white to green. That left 37 
properties zoned white. 
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2.11 On 13 September 2012 the remaining 37 properties were rezoned from White to Red 
(rockroll or cliff collapse). The only properties remaining zoned white were 8 properties at 
Lucas Lane (mass movement) which had been the subject of a remediation project to 
remove the risk of mass movement.  

 
2.12 On 9 October 2012 MCER announced the terms and parameters of a zoning review of 

the Port Hills zone decisions. 
 

2.13 On 31 October 2012 the remaining 8 properties at Lucas Lane were rezoned from White 
to Green on competition of the engineering works. 

 
2.14 On 6 December 2012 Council resolved to contribute under certain terms and conditions 

to the cost of constructing Rockfall Protection Structures on red zone properties. The 
upper limit of Councils contribution per individual property was its half share of the net 
costs relating to red zone property acquisition (as per the 17 August 2013 resolution). 

2.15 January 2013 - July 2013 the outcome of CERA’s zone review of Port Hills zoning 
decisions continues to be delayed. 

 
2.16 August 2013 Quake Outcasts decision released. CERA resolves to suspend zone 

review until appeal to decision is released. 
 

2.17 On 6 November 2013 Council releases Stage One GNS report into mass movement. 
 

2.18 On 3 December 2013 Quake Outcasts appeal decision released. CERA to proceed with 
zone review. 

 
3. SIGNIFICANT ISSUES 

 
3.1  Summary of the zoning history on the Port Hills: 

 
                    On 1 July 2011 the MCER zoned white 13,400 properties on the Port Hills. The table below 

contains a summary of the zoning decisions.         
 

Port Hills zoning history 
Zoning decisions  Zoned White Zoned Red 

(rockroll/cliff 
collapse) 

Zoned 
Green 

Remaining 
Balance Zoned 
White 

As at 5 September 2011  13,400    13,400 
Between 5 September 
2011 and 18 May 2012 
successive zone 
announcements 

  11,700 1700 

Following 29 June 2012 
zone announcement 

 285 (94 
rockroll; 191 
cliff collapse) 

1246 169 

Following 17 August 2012 
zone announcement 

 126 6 37 

Following 13 September 
2012 zone announcement  

 37  0 

 
 

The other zoning activity in the Port Hills during this period related to a number of 
properties at Lucas Lane which were zoned white for mass movement whilst the mass 
movement issue was investigated and then remediated. Upon completion of the 
remediation they were zoned green, s124 notices were uplifted and the properties 
reoccupied. 
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3.2 s124 notices  
 

3.2.1 Legislative framework- Following the September 2010 earthquake, the Government 
brought in emergency legislation (Orders in Council).  An Order in Council was made that 
gave the Council extended powers under the Building Act to recognise the issues on the 
Port Hills.  The new powers included the ability to issue dangerous building (s124) 
notices in respect of buildings that were not necessarily structurally dangerous 
themselves but were buildings that might be impacted by another dangerous building or 
other property.   

 
Rockfall and other land hazards were not an issue after the September earthquake but 
arose after the February 2011 earthquake.  The power in the 2010 Order in Council was 
used (after Civil defence red placards expired) to place s124 notices on houses in the 
Port Hills to continue to prevent people from occupying their houses because of the 
danger from rockfall and other hazards. 
 
The 2010 Order in Council expired, and was replaced, in September 2011 by an Order in 
Council made under the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011.  The 2011 Order 
expanded on the dangerous building power given to Council to more clearly cover 
rockfall and cliff collapse hazards affecting buildings.  The 2011 Order expired on 16 
September 2013. 
 
On 16 September 2013, the Government made a new Order in Council that provided for 
existing 124 notices placed on buildings in the Port Hills to remain enforceable. The 
current Order does not allow Council to issue any new section 124 notices. Existing 
section 124 notices are in force until 18 April 2016 (when the Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Act 2011 expires), unless the notice is removed by the Council before that 
date, or the notices cease to be in force for any other reason. 

 
3.2.2 Current numbers of s124 notices 

         
Zone       Existing    Removed¹     Total Remaining 
Red 323 5 318 
Green 41 0 41 
No Zone 6 0 6 
 370 5 365 

            NB 
              1. Notices removed following demolitions 

 
The majority of properties with s124 notices that are listed as in the Green Zone are 
either baches on Crown/Council Land, or are properties whose status may be further 
affected by the outcome of the zone review. 

 
3.2.3 Determinations-  

 
Some property owners who did not agree with an s124 notice being placed on their 
houses challenged the Council's decision by way of an application for determination 
under the Building Act 2004.  To date, thirteen applications have been received (the last 
application was made in October 2013).  Determination decisions are made by the 
Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment (MBIE - formerly the Department of 
Building and Housing) following submissions from the parties and a hearing, if requested. 
 
Five determination applications have not proceeded to a final decision because either the 
applicant withdrew their application or the Council removed the notice after further 
investigation or work being done by the owner.  Of the remaining eight applications - six 
are still awaiting a hearing and/or a final determination decision from MBIE, and there are 
two where final decisions have been made.  One determination decision confirmed the 
Council's decision to place the s124 notice and the other reversed the Council's decision 
and the s124 notice is no longer on that property. 
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3.3 Consideration of area wide mitigation 

 
3.3.1 As part of the development by CERA of a red zone buy out policy consideration 

was given to the protection of properties from rockroll by either: 
 

 treatment at source (i.e. removing/containing rocks), 
 

 building rockfall protection fences and/or 
 

 constructing bunds.  
 

That investigation was conducted throughout 2012 and in particular during the period 
from the initial zoning announcement on 29 June 2012 and the conclusion of the zoning 
decisions in September 2012. Copies of all relevant Cabinet decision papers are on the 
CERA website. 

 
3.3.2  The significant Cabinet papers are as follows; 

 
 M12/13/041 Dated 3 August 2012 which identified mitigation as a possible 

option in the Port Hills subject to further investigation 
 

 M12/13/060 Dated 15 August 2012 which reported further on cost benefit 
analysis of mitigation options 

 
 M12/13/095 Dated 7 September 2012 which resolved on balance there was 

no overwhelming case for Crown participation in large scale mitigation 
 

 M12/13/096 Dated 7 September 2012 which recommended developing a 
design standard for mitigation works and sought Council financial 
contribution to the same. These were rejected by MCER.  

 
 Copies are enclosed as Appendix One to this report.  

 
3.3.3 Council were consulted throughout this process of deliberation. Council officers 

assisted with developing a cost effectiveness indicator which was utilised by 
CERA. 

 
3.3.4 In the final assessment mitigation options were rejected by CERA and MCER for 

the following reasons; 
 

 Relating to cost/benefit; 
 

 The risk of structures failing in a further significant event (i.e. rockfall 
protection fences); 

 
 Issues with use of Council reserves to position protection structures- 

statutory processes to comply with; 
 

 Issues with third party land owners and need to coordinate multiple land 
owners in order to get consent to position structures 

 
 Issues with responsibility for ongoing maintenance and insurance 

 
 Insurance issues 

 
 Length of time to acquire land and or rights of access and to build structures  
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3.4  Lucas Lane/Gondola 
 

3.4.1 Lucas Lane: 
 

One exception to the CERA/Council resolution not to contribute to community 
based mitigation of slope stability hazards involved some properties at Lucas 
Lane. There are a number of residential properties lay below an area of unstable 
fill. It was from an old quarry site that was deemed highly unstable after the 
earthquakes and was at risk of a catastrophic failure. Six of the eight residential 
properties were served with s124 notices. CERA led an investigation into the 
feasibility of mitigating the risk by benching and other engineering works. That 
investigation concluded that there were significant savings realisable by 
undertaking these works rather than red zoning and buying the properties. The 
owner of the unstable land fully cooperated with CERA in this process. On the 
basis of a clear cost/benefit; resolution to eth stability issue and cooperation of the 
land owner MCER resolved to proceed with the remediation. That was concluded 
in December 2012 and the s124 notices uplifted. 

 
3.4.2  Gondola 

 
The Gondola Operator undertook risk mitigation works which included treatment at 
source, constructing rockfall protection structures and a bund. Council made a 
small financial contribution to those works of $50,000. The works had the benefit of 
protecting the Summit Road.  Council would have had to undertake those road 
protection works any way. The Gondola Operator obtained all requisite consents 
for the mitigation works. 

 
3.5  Council contribution to the red zone offer 

 
3.5.1 The text of the Council resolution of 15 August 2012 is set out below: 

 
 “(b) Council resolved to contribute 50% of the net costs relating to red zone property 

acquisition or mitigation costs in the Port Hills at an estimated cost of $57,945,100 (that is 
an additional $24,945,100 to the 2012/2013 Annual Plan 

 
 (c) That these costs outlined in recommendation (b) form part of the Earthquake response 

and recovery expenditure as outlined in the Annual Plan 
 
 (d) Agree to contribute as per recommendation (b) above on the basis that all rock roll 

property acquired that adjoins existing Council reserves will be vested in Council 
 
 (e) Note that the review process being undertaken by CERA may result in the acquisition 

of further or fewer properties in the Port Hills.” 
 

3.5.2 The report to Council relevant to the above resolution is annexed as Appendix Two 
to this report. 

 

3.6  Rockfall protection structures  
 

3.6.1 Following the passing of the Council resolution on 15 August 2012 re contribution 
to red zone buyouts, and the MCER decision not to support mitigation, a number 
of residents  made representations to Council to seek a contribution to the cost of 
rockfall protection  structures on private land (i.e. red zoned land).  

 
3.6.2 The relevant report to Council is annexed as Appendix Three to this report. 

Council resolved on 6 December to assist on certain terms and conditions.  
 
3.6.3 The text of the Council resolution is set out below: 
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“(d) Resolve that the Council agree to consider on a case by case basis rock 
protection  work proposed by individual red zone property owners on Council or 
private land that comply with the design standards approved in (a) to (c) above on 
the following basis:  
 
(i) That Council will construct, maintain and replace and own the protection work at 
its cost. In this situation the cost to Council over the life of the project should not be 
greater than 50% of the red zone offer (2007 CV) for that particular property or,  
 
(ii) The individual property owner will design construct, maintain and replace and 
own the agreed protection work at their cost. In this situation the Council will 
contribute as a full and final contribution as required up to 50 per cent of the red 
zone offer (2007 CV) for that particular property.  

 
Approval will only be given for this work to be carried out on Council owned land, 
where the works do not impede on the use of the Council land for its intended 
public purpose or detract from the amenity values for the area.  
 
(e) Discuss with the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority the possibility of 
CERA contributing their share of the red zone offer on a similar basis.  
 
(f) Council notes that these resolutions do not pre empt any decision the Council 
may be required to make pursuant to its responsibilities and obligations under the 
Resource Management Act, Building Act and Reserves Act”.   

3.6.4 Council developed a process for engaging with property owners who wish to seek 
this funding. A copy of that process and other relevant information is annexed as 
Appendix Four to this report.  

 
The key features of that process include the following: 

 
 Applicants must obtain any required resource and or building consents 

before applying for funding from Council 
 

 Applicants must comply with Councils technical guidelines for constructing 
Rock fall protection structures 

 
 Its at Councils discretion whether or not to approve a particular application 

for funding 
 

 Applicants are advised that the statutory process for obtaining approval to 
siting structures on Council reserve is complicated and time consuming. 

 
  At this stage Council has received and resolved to fund two applications. A further two 

 are in discussion with Council but not at the stage of formal applications. 
 

3.7 Land Damage /Mass movement project 
 

3.7.1 Background on report- The Council commissioned the Institute of Geological and 
Nuclear Sciences Ltd (GNS Science) to complete the report in response to land 
changes on the Port Hills following the 2010/2011 earthquakes.  

 
 The report details investigations of 36 areas in the Port Hills where mass land 

movement has occurred. The report assesses the nature of hazards and if these 
hazards pose a risk to life, homes and critical infrastructure. Mass movement is 
slope instability from the movement of significant volumes of soil and/or rock. 
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3.7.2 Key findings of the Stage One Report- The report gives a preliminary 
understanding of the nature and significance of slope instability in 36 main mass 
movement areas across the Port Hills and prioritises the areas for further study. 

 
Four of the 36 mass movement areas are subdivided into two or more sub areas 
as there are different levels of hazard exposure within each of these four areas.  
 
There are 46 areas and sub areas in total. The 46 areas are grouped into three 
classes: 
 
-  There are 15 Class I areas where more research is a top priority as further 
mass movement could see lives lost. Homes and/or critical infrastructure may be 
severely damaged. 
 
-  There are 18 Class II and 13 Class III areas where more study is planned 
but is not a priority, as any further mass movement is unlikely to see lives lost. 
 
The report recommends the need for further assessment, emergency 
management planning, and land use and infrastructure planning. The Stage Two 
and Three reports due in April 2014 will provide further information in relation to 
the Class I areas including whether or not there are any properties with an 
intolerable life risk. 
 
Maps of the Class I, II and III study areas are annexed as Appendix Five. 
 
The following table indicates the numbers of properties in each Class including the 
numbers zoned red for either rock roll and or cliff collapse: 

 
Class Total number Red Zone Green Zone 
I 134 81 53 
II 446 22 424 
III 120 10 110 

 
3.7.3  Necessity for research - The Port Hills has always had the risk of slope instability, 

as have many other hill areas in New Zealand. However, in some areas identified 
in the GNS Science Stage One Report, the level of risk has fundamentally 
changed with land damage from the Canterbury Earthquakes. The information in 
this report, and further investigations in subsequent report stages, will provide the 
Council with a greater level of knowledge of the extent of that risk in affected areas 
of the Port Hills. From this better understanding, we want to avoid any loss of life, 
prevent damage to homes and infrastructure, and make sound planning decisions 
about future land use and infrastructure planning. 

 
 In undertaking this investigation Council is providing individual property owners 

with a base level of information that should enable them to assess the risk from 
mass movement in relation to their property.  

 
3.7.4 Regulatory activities- The Council are still processing consents in Class I, II and 

III areas. Information from the GNS Science Stage One Report will be considered 
as part of these consent applications. Landowners in these areas are likely to 
require a site-specific geotechnical report if the development of their property 
requires a building or resource consent. 

 
These areas will need to be managed in a different way to reduce the likelihood of 
causing additional instability. This could include stricter control of earthworks, 
surface and subsurface water control, vegetation clearance and retaining walls in 
the Port Hills. These will be addressed by changes to the District Plan. 
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The Council has also been working with the Engineering Advisory Group and the 
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) to produce guidance for 
engineers working on foundation solutions for some of the areas that might be 
susceptible to slope instability. These are available on the Council’s website at 
www.ccc.govt.nz/porthillsgeotech 
 
The report’s findings and recommendations will also be valuable to the 
geotechnical community, CERA, SCIRT, insurers and infrastructure owners. They 
will be able to use this information, in conjunction with site-specific geotechnical 
information, to make decisions on rebuild or repair options and understand what 
mitigation may be required for particular sites. 

 
3.8  District Plan Review 

 
The District Plan Review process that is currently underway addresses a number of 
issues raised in this report in relation to the Port Hills.  
 
The Council commenced its District Plan Review in July 2013 which proposes replacing 
the current Christchurch City Plan and the Banks Peninsula District Plan with one district 
plan.  It is proposed the new district plan includes a chapter dealing with Natural Hazards 
including slope stability hazards on the Port Hills.   
 
New provisions are being developed to reflect the research undertaken by Geological 
and Nuclear Sciences Limited (GNS) for the Council that estimates the life-safety risk (or 
risk of death) to people in properties on the Port Hills from cliff collapse, rockfall or 
boulder roll and mass movement.   
 
It is proposed the management regime identify areas subject to life-safety risk and risk to 
property with more restrictive controls to reflect the degree of risk.  With the exception of 
areas subject to cliff collapse where it is not possible to mitigate risk, it is anticipated that 
land owners in most areas identified as subject risk from rockfall or mass movement 
hazard will be subject to an assessment process that evaluates the risk to their site at 
time of subdivision or land development and options for mitigation.   

 
3.9  Retaining Walls  

 
Council has commenced a project for determining responsibility for retaining walls (in 
particular repair of the same) adjacent to Council land in the Port Hills. Council will be 
communicating with land owners in the near future. 

 
4. STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

 
It is recommended that the Council receive this information paper. 

 
5. COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

 
That this report be considered by the Council at its meeting on 12 December 2013. 

 
 
(6.) DEPUTATIONS BY APPOINTMENT 

 
6.1 The Canterbury Television (CTV) Building  

David Lynch assisting Dr Mann Alkaisi – whose wife died in The Canterbury Television 
(CTV) Building collapse – sought support in principle from the Council for establishing a 
temporary memorial in the CTV building site. 

 
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
That the Council write to CERA to advise of the request from Dr Mann Alkaisi for a 
temporary memorial and that the CTV site be tidied up before the third anniversary of the 
February 2011 earthquake. 
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6.2 Majestic Theatre  
Ross Gray, Deputy Chair, Historic Places Canterbury along with Dr Ian Lochhead and 
Greg Hynes addressed the Committee regarding the “Save the Majestic Theatre” 
campaign. 
 
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
That the Council seek a meeting with the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority to 
emphasise the need to save the Majestic Theatre Building and to discuss how that can 
be achieved before any decision is made around demolition of that building. 

  
6.3 Riverside Heritage Gardens  

Di Madgin, Evan Smith (The Avon-Ōtakaro Network ) and Mark Christensen (interim 
Chairperson of the Riverside Heritage Gardens Society), addressed the Committee 
regarding the Riverside Heritage Gardens. 

 
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
That the Council take steps to ensure that staff support the Riverside Heritage Gardens  
group in identifying appropriate houses for retention and work with the group to ensure 
policy developed once residential red zone decisions are made. Noting that the Mayor 
will seek an urgent meeting with the relevant parties, including the insurers, to enable this 
to occur. 

 
 

6.4 Knox Church  
Ron Keating, Project Manager of the Knox Church Rebuild Committee, along with the 
Project Manager/spokesperson, the Architect and the Chair of the fund raising committee 
addressed the Committee on the project underway to rebuild the badly damaged Knox 
Church. 

 
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
That the Council investigate what support is available to assist the Knox Church Rebuild. 

 
 
PART B – REPORTS FOR INFORMATION 

 
 
(7.) DECLARATION OF INTEREST 
 
 There were no declarations of interest. 
 
The Committee reports that: 
 
 
(6.) DEPUTATIONS BY APPOINTMENT (CONTINUED) 
 

6.5 Centennial Pool  
 Jonathon Gillard and Simone Pearson addressed the Committee regarding their wish for the  

Centennial Pool site to be retained for a pool and not to be sold to the Crown. 
 

The Committee noted that the Council was bound by the approved Cost Sharing Agreement 
with the Crown in relation to the Centennial Pool site which was required as part of the eastern 
Frame. 

 
The meeting adjourned at 10.27am until 10.55am 

 
 
(8.) RESOLUTION TO BE PASSED – SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS 
 

It was resolved on the motion of the Mayor seconded by Councillor Buck that the reports be received 
and considered at the meeting of the Committee on 5 December 2013. 
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(6.) DEPUTATIONS BY APPOINTMENT (CONTINUED) 
 
 6.6 Mark Gerrard, Chair Historic Places Canterbury and D Lynne Lochhead representing IConIC ,

 addressed the Committee regarding:  
 

 The CERA Heritage Recovery Program 
 

 The Town Hall 
 

 The Christchurch Cathedral 
 

 CERA and the "section 38"s- A request that the CCC facilitate public input and review 
 

 Thank the CCC Heritage Team for their efforts.(Acknowledging their efforts for the 
recently held CCC Heritage Event.) Request that the CCC seek the active participation of 
the Heritage Lobby in any CCC Heritage workshops and briefings. 

 
It was decided on the motion of the Mayor seconded by Councillor Chen that the report be  
received and referred to staff  

 
 

6.7 Paul Watson, Southern Region Secretary, addressed the Committee regarding the Canterbury 
Unions CTU Earthquake recovery coordinator role and how that role relates to the City 
Council’s intentions around community engagement and rebuild of the city.  

 
6.8 Hugo Kristinsson addressed the Committee on behalf of South Brighton Residents Association 

who are requesting a specific long term plan for the area, and have concerns around the 
proposal by Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild Team (SCIRT) for a stormwater basin 
and pump station on Bridge Reserve. Specifically, there is a belief that the predicted water 
levels provided by SCIRT are not current. 

 
 Mr Kristinsson undertook to supply Councillors with additional information on predicted flood 
 levels. 

It was decided on the motion of the Mayor, seconded by Councillor Cotter that staff report to 
Councillors on the SCIRT issues relevant to the informal flood briefing.  

 
It was resolved on the motion of the Mayor, seconded Councillor Chen that the Committee develop a 
new process for deputations based on the provision of staff information prior to, and relevant to, 
deputations coming to the Committee 

 
 
(9.) PRESENTATIONS 
 
 9.1 CanCERN 
 

Leanne Curtis and Brian Parker of CanCERN and Evan Smith of Avon Otakoro Network and 
eastern Vision, all representatives of the Alliance, gave an overview of their engagement 
charter, positive and negative examples and exploring opportunities between the Council and 
the Alliance group with regard to putting residents and communities at the centre of 
engagement. 

 
It was decided on the motion of the Mayor seconded Councillor Gough that the presentation 
from CanCERN be received and that the Council be requested to set up a meaningful 
engagement with CanCERN to progress consideration of the Charter of Engagement. 
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PART C – DELEGATED DECISIONS 
 
 
(10.) RESOLUTION TO EXCLUDE THE PUBLIC  
 
It was decided on the motion of the Mayor seconded by Vicki Buck that all reports including the public 
excluded reports of the meeting be considered by the Council at its meeting on 12 December 2013. 
 
 
CONFIRMED THIS 12TH DAY OF DECEMBER 2013 
 
 
   MAYOR 
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21. THE CROSSING CARPARK 
 

General Manager responsible: General Manager, Capital Programme DDI  

Author: Senior Solicitor, DDI 

 
 1.  PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
  1.1 To provide Councillors with a draft Heads of Agreement that has been prepared in 

 response to resolutions made in December 2013. 
 
 2.  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
  2.1 At its meeting on 12 December 2013 the Council considered a report on carparking in the 

 central city, including the Lichfield St and The Crossing carpark buildings. 
  
  2.2 One of the outcomes of the meeting was a request that a Heads of Agreement be 

 prepared in respect of the provision of carparking facilities at The Crossing site. 
  
  2.3 Attached to this report is a draft document that Council staff have prepared in conjunction 

 with AB Investments Ltd, the developer of the site. 
  
  2.4 It is proposed that a Project Control Group (PCG) be established to progress the matter. 
  
  2.5 Approval is sought for this proposal and for authority to enter into the Heads of Agreement 

 that provides for it. 
 
 
 3.  FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
  
  3.1 There will be costs incurred by the PCG as it works through the issues that have been 

 identified in the Heads of Agreement. 
  
  3.2 It is recommended that the Council agrees to contribute up to $25,000 to these costs. AB 

 Investments Ltd has agreed to commit funds up to the same amount. 
  
  3.3 The Council has yet to settle its insurance claim in respect of The Crossing Carpark.  It is 

 anticipated that the Council will need to reach a resolution before final decisions on the 
 future of the building are made. 

  
 
 4. COMMENT 
 
  4.1 There are a number of core issues to be resolved before the Council can commit itself to 

 the provision of carparking within The Crossing development. 
  
  4.2 Staff believe that the best approach to dealing with these is through a PCG, established 

 solely for the purpose of resolving such issues.  It is proposed that the Council and AB 
 Investments Ltd each nominate 2 representatives for appointment to the PCG. 

  
  4.3 AB Investments Ltd has nominated Philip Carter and Mary Devine as its initial 

 appointees.  Staff suggest that the Council consider nominating a Councillor and a 
 suitably qualified person from within the organisation. 

  
  4.4 The intention is that once all issues are resolved the PCG will prepare and recommend a 

 formal development proposal to the Council and AB Investments Ltd. The heads of 
 agreement would require the PCG to use its best endeavours to ensure that the proposal 
 is completed by 30 April 2014. 
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5.  STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

 
 It is recommended that the Council: 

 
  5.1 Agrees to: 
  

   5.1.1 progress the resolution of issues arising with regard to the provision of carparking 
 within the development of The Crossing site; 

 
   5.1.2 establish a Project Control Group to work on resolving those issues; 
  
   5.1.3 contribute up to $25,000 to the costs expected to be incurred by the PCG. 
  
  5.2 Nominates the Council’s initial appointees to the PCG. 
 
  5.3 Approves the draft Heads of Agreement between the Council and AB Investments Ltd, 

 attached to the staff report. 
  
  5.4 Authorises the Acting Chief Executive to sign the Heads of Agreement on the Council's 

 behalf. 
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Heads of Agreement  
 
 

  
  
Between:      A. B. Investments Limited (ABI); and 
  
                     Christchurch City Council (CCC) 
 
 
Background 
  
1. CCC owns the land and buildings comprising the Crossing carpark in Lichfield Street, 

Christchurch (the Carpark). 
 
2. A covenant registered against the title requires the owner of the Carpark land to 

operate the Carpark until at least 31 December 2020. 
  
3. ABI owns a substantial part of the block bounded by High, Lichfield and Colombo 

Streets and Cashel Mall (the ABI Block). 
  
4. ABI's rights in respect of land held as part of the ABI Block also include and relate to 

various easements, including easements over part of the Carpark. 
  
5. ABI is proposing a comprehensive rebuild and redevelopment of the ABI Block  which 

includes the Carpark and other land within that block (the Development). 
  
6. The Development is consistent with the vision for the retail precinct outlined in the 

Christchurch Central Recovery Plan. 
  
7. The Carpark was substantially damaged in the Christchurch earthquakes and 

aftershocks.  CCC is in the process of preparing a claim for insurance in respect of 
the damage. 

  
8. The parties have agreed to enter into this agreement for the purpose set out below.  
 
Purpose:  
  
9. The purpose of this agreement is to: 
 

(a) establish a Project Control Group (PCG) and a co-operative framework for 
dealing with the core issues set out in clause 14; and 

 
(b) record the parties' intention to have an exclusive dealings period to enable 

the PCG to achieve its objectives.  
 
Project Control Group:  
 
10. The PCG will consist of 2 representatives of each party, suitably qualified and 

experienced.  
  

ATTACHMENT 1 TO CLAUSE 21 
COUNCIL 27. 2. 2014 – PUBLIC EXCLUDED 
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11. The PCG will establish its own procedures for meetings and the conduct of its 
activities, including considering the appointment of alternates. 

  
12. Decisions of the PCG must be unanimous, recorded in writing and signed by all 

members. 
 
13. The parties will work together in good faith, share information in an open and 

transparent way (no surprises) and make every effort to achieve the purposes set out 
in Clause 14 of this agreement. 

 
Core Issues:   
 
14. The PCG shall use its best endeavours to resolve the following issues (Core Issues): 
 

(a) finalising a comprehensive plan and indicative timetable for the provision of 
carparking within the Development; 

  
 (b) existing and proposed rights and easements including (but not exclusively) 

fire egress, stair/lift and carparking; 
 
 (c)  the sale and/or exchange of land; 
 
 (d) provision and operation of carparking that meets the commercial 

requirements of ABI and the obligations that CCC has in respect of 
carparking in the central city; and 

  
 (e) any other related issue that the parties believe is appropriate to be dealt with 

by the PCG.  
 
Indicative Dates: 
 
15. Once these core issues are resolved the PCG will prepare a proposal for the 

provision of car parking within the Development to be submitted to the governing 
bodies of each party for their consideration (the Proposal).  

 
16. The PCG will use its best endeavours to ensure that the proposal is completed by 30 

April 2014.  
 
17. It is acknowledged and agreed that any decisions with regard to the proposal will be 

made at the sole discretion of the governing body of each party. 
 
18.  ABI needs the development of the ABI Block on the Colombo Street frontage, 

including the provision of carparking, to be the prime focus of the Development so 
that an opening target date of the second quarter of 2015 is achieved for that part of 
the Development. 

  
19. Notwithstanding that at the date of this agreement its insurance claim in respect of 

the Carpark has not been settled CCC will continue to work with ABI with a view to 
resolving the core issues and the preparation of a proposal in accordance with 
clauses 14 and 15.  
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Exclusive Dealings Period: 
 
20. CCC will deal only with ABI in respect of the Carpark for the period of 12 months 

from 10 February 2014 (the Exclusive Dealings Period), unless this agreement is 
terminated earlier in accordance with this agreement. 

 
Termination: 
 
21. Either party may withdraw from the agreement without any liability to the other on the 

expiry of three months written notice of its intention to do so. 
 
22. This agreement shall be deemed to be terminated on the expiry of the Exclusive 

Dealings Period. 
 
23. Upon termination for any reason, all rights and obligations of the parties in respect of 

the agreement shall be at an end. 
 
General: 
 
24. (a) to the extent that CCC has regulatory authority and powers (Regulatory 

Capacity), this agreement does not bind or fetter the CCC in its Regulatory 
Capacity; and 

 
 (b) ABI will not be entitled to damages or other payment should CCC, acting in its 

Regulatory Capacity, either decline any consent or issue any consent or 
permission on terms that are unsatisfactory to ABI. 

 
25. This agreement does not: 
  
 (a) create any relationship between the parties by way of contract, partnership or 

any other legally binding form; 
  
 (b) grant to either party legal remedies against the other for failure to adhere to 

any of the provisions set out herein; or 
  
 (c) enable any of the parties to either represent, give any warranty or undertake 

any obligation on behalf of the others of them, or to bind the other parties, 
without the prior written agreement of them all.  

 
26. The parties agree to contribute up to $25,000 each to the costs incurred by the PCG 

including external consultancy and professional fees. 
 
27. The parties will also agree to be individually responsible for any costs incurred in the 

management of their role as a party to the agreement. 
 
28. Neither party will release or disclose any commercially sensitive information except 

with the prior consent and approval of both of them. 
 
Disputes: 
 
29. Should a dispute arise in respect of any matter that is directly relevant to this 

agreement, it will be resolved: 
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 (a) firstly by being referred to the most senior management level within the 
parties; 

 
 (b) if that does not result in resolution of the dispute within 10 working days, by it 

being referred by the parties to an independent third party for determination 
(also within 10 working days). 

 
 
 
Dated at Christchurch this                                day of                                             2014 
  
  
  
SIGNED by ) 
CHRISTCHURCH CITY COUNCIL  ) 
 ) 
 
______________________________ 
Mayor/Councillor 
 
 
______________________________ 
Authorised Officer 
  
  
  
 
 
SIGNED by ) 
A. B. INVESTMENTS )  
By its director(s) in the presence of: )  _________________________________ 
   Director 
 
  _________________________________ 
  Director 
 
 
Signature of Witness:  _________________________________ 
 
Full name of witness: _________________________________ 
 
Occupation of witness: _________________________________ 
 
Address of witness: _________________________________ 
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Initial Appointees to the PCG – 
 
 
 
 
CCC: 
 
 
 
 
ABI: Philip Carter and Mary Devine or their respective alternates 
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SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA - 
OPEN 
 

CHRISTCHURCH CITY COUNCIL 
 

Thursday 27 February 2014 at 9.30am 
in the Council Chamber, Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street 

 
 
Council: The Mayor, (Chairperson). 

Councillors Vicki Buck,  Jimmy Chen, Phil Clearwater, Pauline Cotter, David East,  Jamie Gough, 
Yani Johanson, Ali Jones, Raf Manji, Glenn Livingstone, Paul Lonsdale, Tim Scandrett and 
Andrew Turner 

 
 
ITEM 
NO. 

DESCRIPTION PAGE 
NO. 

   
22. RESOLUTION TO BE PASSED – SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS                                                               374  
   
6. REPORT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE                                                                                                           376  
   
23. CENTRAL CITY CAR PARKING UPDATE                                                                                                     386  
   
17.             RESOLUTION TO EXCLUDED THE PUBLIC (CONTINUED)                                                      391





COUNCIL 27. 2. 2014 
 

22. RESOLUTION TO BE PASSED – SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS 
 
 Approval is sought to submit the following reports to the Council meeting of 27 February 2014: 
 

 Report of the Chief Executive  
 Central City Car Parking update 

 
 The reason, in terms of section 46(vii) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 

1987, why the reports were not included on the main agenda is that they were not available at the 
time the agenda was prepared. 

 
 It is appropriate that the Council receive the reports at the current meeting. 
 
 RECOMMENDATION 
 
 That the reports be received and considered at the Council meeting of 27 February 2014. 
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Acting CEO Report   
Council Meeting – 27 February 2014 
 
 
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY –  
 
This is the first “split” report – it covers general issues leaving those things relating to rebuild and 
recovery will go into the report for the Earthquake Recovery Committee of the Whole (ERCoW). 
Questions and Answers will not be split, they will be provided in an appendix to both reports. 
 
Work continues at pace. The sign‐off of the Draft Annual Plan is an important milestone. 
 

 
2.  RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the information contained in this report be received. 
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3.  ISSUES COMING UP 
 
3.1  Ellerslie International Flower Show 
Contractors have been on site since early February preparing for the Ellerslie International Flower 
Show which takes place from the 26th February to the 2nd March 2014 in Hagley Park North.  There 
will be 16 exhibition gardens at this year’s show compared with seven in 2013.  This is the largest 
garden display in the show’s 21 year history.  
 
3.2  District Plan Review 
The District Plan Review, incorporating the current Christchurch City Plan and Banks Peninsula 
District Plan, is well underway and has to be completed by 2016.  Reviewing the District Plan has 
been split into two rounds according to priorities established through the Land Use Recovery Plan 
and the Collaborative Advisory Group.  Public engagement on the priority chapters of the District 
Plan Review will start on the 24th February and will run for five weeks.  The Council is planning to run 
an educational programme on natural hazards in conjunction with this. 
 
3.3  Draft Annual Plan 
The Council is expected to adopt the Draft Annual Plan for public consultation during the week 
beginning 24 February. 
 
3.4  Sensing Cities 
Page 14 of the draft Annual Plan includes a note that capital from the Capital Endowment Fund be 
made available to projects including Sensing Cities.  If Council wish to fund Sensing Cities prior to the 
adoption of the Annual Plan, then I recommend Council require a comprehensive report to be 
written and delegate authority to the Earthquake Recovery Committee to make any decisions on this 
matter. 
 
 
4.  INTERNAL ORGANISATIONAL UPDATES  
 
4.1  Chief Financial Officer 
The Council’s new Chief Financial Officer, Peter Gudsell, will start work at the Council on Monday 3rd 
March.  His appointment means we will have three of the new Executive Leadership Team in place.  
Peter Sparrow, Director of Building Control and City Rebuild, and Michael Theelen, Chief Planning 
Officer, are already working in their new roles. 
 
The recruitment for the other four roles – Director Council Facilities and Infrastructure Rebuild, Chief 
Operating Officer, Director of the Office of the Chief Executive and Director Corporate Services – is 
progressing well.  All roles advertised have attracted a strong calibre of applicants.  A draft proposal 
for the structure of the new Office of the Chief Executive is on target for release to staff.  There will 
be a period for staff to provide their views before a final decision is made in March. 
 

 
5.  UPCOMING MEETINGS FOR ELECTED MEMBERS  
Refer to Appendix B of this report.
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 APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONS FROM COUNCIL MEETING HELD 13 FEBRUARY 

 
CEO REPORT 
Building and Resource Consents 
Can we detail in the next report a breakdown of the building and resource consents on hold ‐ how many are on hold at the request of the applicant and how many 
seeking further information. 
Answer: Will be included on all future CEO Reports for the EQRC commencing 6 March. 
 
Ellerslie Flower Show 

 How long is the contract for the Ellerslie Flower Show?  

Answer: The Council purchased the Ellerslie International Flower Show in 2007, with the first Christchurch‐based Show delivered in March 2009.  As 
owner of the Show, the Council can make decisions, in its sole and absolute discretion on whether it wishes to operate or conduct the event. Alongside 
the purchase of the Show, Council entered into a Supply of Services Agreement with Flower Show Management Ltd for the management, organisation and 
operation of the Show for a period of five years with a right of renewal for a further five year term.  The initial five year term of this agreement expired 
following the 2013 Show.  On 29 August 2013 Council resolved that: 
(a) Council staff negotiate a one year Supply of Services Agreement for the management of the 2014 Show. This Agreement will preserve the existing rights 
of the Parties to the initial Supply of Services Agreement; with the right of renewal for a five year term moving back a year, to after the delivery of the 2014 
Show.  
The Variation Agreement was negotiated and signed by both parties. As per the Council resolution, preserving the existing rights and allowing for a five 
year renewal.  
 Please advise mechanism and timing for the post Ellerslie Review. 

Answer: On 29 August 2013 Council resolved that:  
(b) Council staff present to the Council a full review, including recommendations for the long term success of the Show in Christchurch, within ten weeks 
following the completion of the 2014 Show. 
The 2014 Show will be staged from 26 February to 2 March.  A review will be presented to Council within ten weeks of the Show. It is proposed that this 
review is to a Council workshop to allow full discussion on all aspects of the Show and its direction / options for the future.   
 
CERA Led Anchor Projects 

 Include a section on all CERA led anchor projects including Justice & Emergency Precinct and Metro Sports in the CEO’s EQ report. 
Answer: An update on CCC led and CERA led anchor projects was emailed to Councillors on Friday 21st February.  Regular updates will also be included on all future CEO 
Reports for the EQRC. 
 
After Hours Call Centre 

 What is the decision to be made on the call centre? 

Answer: Council is seeking proposals for professional after hours call answering service suppliers who can successfully deliver to Council required Service 
Standards, within industry determined market rates.   
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 Will there be flexibility to incorporate Resilient City and the Justice and Emergency Services when the precinct is complete? 

Answer: The ability to be able to provide immediate support in the event of an emergency is part of the request for Proposal (RFP) criteria to which 
potential suppliers will be evaluated.  
Colombo Street Distribution Centre 

 Update required on CB request for an investigation into using the Colombo Street distribution centre for Community Groups. 
Answer: Update will be provided in next Acting CEO Report. 
 
Central City Car Parking 

 Urgent report for the next Council meeting on Central City parking.  Need to “join up” strategy work with carpark rebuild so that developers/investors can have some 
certainty.  Note – if buildings cannot be fixed quickly, may need temporary arrangements. 

Answer: A draft Christchurch Central Parking Plan and model are being developed to provide information on the appropriate level and potential locations of parking to 
support the long term recovery of the central city and the planned transport networks as shown in An Accessible City. The intent is to help inform and record decisions on 
Council’s  parking investment in the central city as well as identifying potential opportunities for the private sector.  A report is on the agenda for the Council’s 27 
February meeting. 
 
Sumner Community Centre 

 Council requested a joint report from the Hagley/Ferrymead Board and also the community committee on the design for the Sumner Community Centre rebuild. 
Answer: We currently have some draft concept options worked up.  We will take these to the following groups in the following sequence to solicit feedback and seek that 
“in principle” approval of a concept and a budget: 
‐ Consultation with key Users – 3rd March 
‐ Wider Public Session – 5th March 
‐ Community Board – 19th March 
‐ Community Committee – 11th April 
‐ Council – 24th April 
Then onto a wider and more expansive Community consultation period during the following months. 
 
Strategic Land Purchases 

 Request for a report on all strategic land purchases (particularly the Head to Head Walkway for Moepuku Peninsula). 
Answer: The Strategic Land Purchase fund is linked to Council’s Capital Works Programme and provides a mechanism to ensure the timely purchase of land where capital 
works are proposed. A full report on its operation is being currently prepared for the Finance Committee. 
In respect of the Head to Head walkway and the Moepuku Peninsula, Council staff have identified a budget of up to $1.3 million over 10 years to support this concept. 
There is currently no planned purchases and it is not part of the current approved Strategic Land Purchase programme of funding. 
To date there have been no purchases  for the walkway. The network planning team are presently working with the Lyttelton‐Mt Herbert Community Board to identify a 
programme, and the funding required to advance this. Council has  recently negotiated an easement with the landowner of Moepuku Peninsula to enable future 
pedestrian access from the main road to the coast. 
 
McGredy Winder Report 

 Circulate (from Mayoral Forum) to councillors. 
Answer: The McGredy Winder report was emailed to the Mayor and Councillors on Monday 17 February 2014. 
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Flood Management  

 Seeking an urgent briefing on flood management in the Dudley Creek area.  Need to confirm date. 
Answer: A briefing will be held with Councillors and the Mayor as soon as possible – time and date to be confirmed. 
 
Ngai Puna Wai Report 

 Where is the report at and can it go to the CB before it comes to Council? 
Answer: NPW is a Metro facility.  The report is scheduled for the 11th March Community Committee and expected to Council on 27th March.  Simon Battrick, RSU, met 
with the Spreydon/Heathcote and the Riccarton/Wigram Community Boards late last year and Kevin Collier and John Filsell have also met with the Riccarton/Wigram 
Community Board.  There has been engagement with key sporting groups looking to be part of this South‐West sporting hub. 
 
Port Hills/Demolitions 

 Can we have a briefing from CERA on demolitions? 
Answer: Staff have asked CERA to organise a briefing for the Council.. 

 What’s the timing for the report being prepared by staff on area wide mitigation in the Port Hills (please cover number of households affected). 
Answer: The work on this is progressing.  There are a number of key matters which impact on the scope of the possible programme which are directly influenced by the 
Crown ownership of large parts of the red zone.  We are currently working with CERA to arrange a briefing to the Mayor and Minister ahead of finalising the first stage of 
the investigations.  We anticipate a workshop with Council in March followed by a report in April. 
 
Land Purchases for Performing Arts Precinct 

 Update required on CERA land purchases for the Performing Arts Precinct. 
Answer: Update will be provided in next Acting CEO Report. 
 
Public Transport Workshop 

 Date needed in March for workshop with Council, ECan, and CERA regarding whole public transport passenger network and urgent report on other options for the 
Riccarton Bus Interchange hub. 

Answer: Date not yet confirmed, but will be given priority. 
 
Barrington Mall Safety Issues 

 Issues entering and exiting the mall. 
Answer: Information to be provided in next Acting CEO Report. 
 
Traffic Issues 

 What is the process to address traffic issues (e.g. Addington/Lincoln Road) 
Answer: Information to be provided in next Acting CEO Report. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
UPCOMING MEETINGS FOR ELECTED MEMBERS 
 
Note: amendments are shown in red text 
 

MEETING  TIME  VENUE 

Monday 17 February      

Council Informal (Councillors only)  09:00 to 10:00  Mayor’s Lounge 

Council Informal   10:00 to 12:00  Mayor’s Lounge 

Canterbury Agency for Energy  13:00 to 15:00  Committee Room 2 

Fendalton/Waimairi Community Board – 
Ordinary Meeting 

16:00 to 18:00  Boardroom, Fendalton Service Centre 

Burwood/Pegasus Community Board – Ordinary 
Meeting 

16:30 – 19:30  Boardroom, cnr Beresford and Union 
Streets 

Tuesday 18 February      

Regulation and Consents Committee  09:00 to 12:00  Committee Room 1, Civic Offices 

Lyttelton/Mount Herbert Community Board – 
Seminar 

09:30 to 12:00  Lyttelton Service Centre – 15 London 
Street 

Strategy and Planning Committee  13:00 to 16:00  Committee Room 1, Civic Offices 

Submissions Panel (at the conclusion of the 
Strategy and Planning meeting) 

  Committee Room 1, Civic Offices 

Canterbury Earthquake Heritage Building Fund 
Trust 

16:00 to 19:00  Fulton Ross, 71 Canon Street 

Banks Peninsula Water Management Zone 
Committee 

16:00 to 20:00  Akaroa Sports Complex 

Riccarton/Wigram Community Board – Ordinary 
Meeting 

16:30 to 19:30  Upper Riccarton Library, 71 Main South 
Road 

Wednesday 19 February      

Christchurch City Holdings Ltd – Board Meeting  08:00 to 13:00  Enable House, 106 Wrights Road, 
Addington 

Lyttelton/Mount Herbert Community Board – 
Ordinary Meeting 

09:30 to 12:00  Lyttelton Service Centre – 15 London 
Street 

Council Hearings Panel – Objection to bus 
shelters at 752 Main North Road and 2 Donegal 
Street 

09:30 to 11:00  Committee Room 2, Civic Offices 

Shirley/Papanui Community Board – Seminar 
followed by Ordinary Meeting 

15:00 to 18:00  Boardroom, Papanui Service Centre 

Hagley/Ferrymead Community Board – Ordinary 
Meeting followed by Seminar 

15:00 to 18:00  Boardroom, 180 Smith Street 

Citizenship Ceremony  18:30 to 20:00  Function Room, Civic Offices 
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MEETING  TIME  VENUE 

Thursday 20 February      

South New Brighton Reserves Draft Management 
Plan 

09:30 to 15:30  Boardroom, cnr Union and Beresford 
Streets, New Brighton 

Vbase and CBL Meeting  08:30 to 10:00  Committee Room 1, Civic Offices 

Chief Executive and Employment Matters 
Committee Briefing 

13:00 to 17:00  Council Chamber, Civic Offices 

Akaroa/Wairewa Community Board – Ordinary 
Meeting 

13:00 to 17:00  Akaroa Sports Complex 

Friday 21 February      

Spreydon/Heathcote Community Board – 
Ordinary Meeting 

08:00 to 10:00  Boardroom, Beckenham Service Centre 

Spreydon/Heathcote Community Board – 
Strengthening Communities Workshop   

10:00 to 11:00  Boardroom, Beckenham Service Centre 

Saturday 22 February     

Civic Earthquake Memorial Service  12:00 to 14:00  Archery Lawn, Botanic Gardens 

Monday 24 February 2014     

Council Informal (Councillors only)  09:00 to 10:00  Mayor’s Lounge 

Council Informal   10:00 to 12:00  Mayor’s Lounge 

Council Workshop  13:00 to 15:00  Mayor’s Lounge 

Fendalton/Waimairi Community Board ‐ Seminar 15:45 to 17:00  Boardroom, Fendalton Service Centre 

Burwood/Pegasus and Shirley/Papanui 
Community Board– Joint Board Meeting 

16:30 to 17:30  Committee Room 2 , Civic Offices 

Combined Community Board Seminar  17:30 to 19:00  Committee Room 1, Civic Offices 

Tuesday 25 February 2014     

Environmental Committee – Ecan Air Briefing  08:15 to 08:45  Committee Room 1, Civic Offices 

Environmental  Committee  09:00 to 12:00  Committee Room 1, Civic Offices 

Christchurch City Council – Annual Plan  13:00 to 17:00  Council Chambers 

Citizenship Ceremony  18:30 to 20:00  Function Room, Civic Offices 

Wednesday 26 February 2014     

Canterbury Development Corporation – Board 
Meeting 

09:30 to 12:00  Boardroom, Level 2, 193 Cashel Street 
(ReStart Mall) 

Christchurch City Council – Annual Plan  09:00 to 17:00  Council Chambers 

Kurashiki Sister City Committee  16:30 to 18:00  Boardroom, Papanui Service Centre 

Thursday 27 February 2014     

Council Informal  08:30 to 09:30  Mayor’s Lounge 
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MEETING  TIME  VENUE 

Christchurch City Council – Ordinary Meeting  09:30 to 13:00  Council Chambers, Civic Offices 

Christchurch City Council – Annual Plan   15:00 to 17:00  Council Chambers 

Friday 28 February 2014     

Mayoral Forum  09:00 to 12:00  Mayor’s Lounge 

Civil Defence Emergency Management Joint  
Committee 

12:30 to 15:30  Function Room 

Monday 3 March 2014     

Council Informal (Councillors only)  09:00 to 10:00  Mayor’s Lounge 

Council Informal  10:00 to 11:30  Mayor’s Lounge 

Council Agenda Briefing  11:30 to 12:00  Mayor’s Lounge 

Akaroa/Wairewa Community Board Seminar  13:00 to 15:00  Little River Service Centre 

Fendalton/Waimairi Community Board Ordinary 
Meeting 

16:00 to 18:00  Boardroom, Fendalton Service Centre 

Burwood/Pegasus Community Board – Ordinary 
Meeting followed by Seminar 

16:30 to 19:30  Boardroom, Cnr Beresford and Union 
Streets, New Brighton 

Tuesday 4 March 2014     

Finance Committee  09:00 to 12:00  Committee Room 1, Civic Offices 

Community Committee Chair’s Meeting  14:00 to 14:30  Office 06.10 (Michael Aitken’s Office) 

Riccarton/Wigram Community Board – Ordinary 
Meeting 

16:00 to 18:00  Upper Riccarton Library, 71 Main South 
Road 

Spreydon/Heathcote Community Board – 
Ordinary Meeting 

17:00 to 19:00  Boardroom, Beckenham Service Centre 

Wednesday 5 March 2014     

Risk and Audit Management Subcommittee  09:00 to 12:00  Venue to be confirmed 

Hagley/Ferrymead Community Board Seminar 
followed by Ordinary meeting 

13:00 to 18:00  Boardroom, 180 Smith Street, Linwood.

Shirley/Papanui Community Board Seminar 
followed by Ordinary meeting 

15:00 to 18:00  Boardroom, Papanui Service Centre 

Thursday 6 March 2014     

Earthquake Recovery Committee of the Whole  09:00 to 12:00  Council Chamber, Civic Offices 

Christchurch – China Sister Cities Committee  16:30 to 18:30  Meeting room 2.08, 2nd floor, Civic 
Offices 

Friday 7 March 2014     

Board Chairs and Staff Forum 

 

 

08:30 to 10:00  Boardroom, Beckenham Service 
Centre 
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   9

MEETING  TIME  VENUE 

Monday 10 March 2014   

Council Informal Meeting (Councillors only)  09:00 to 10:00  Mayor’s Lounge 

Council Informal Meeting  10:00 to 12:00  Mayor’s Lounge 

Council Workshop  13:00 to 15:00  Council Chamber, Civic Offices 

Canterbury Museum Trust Board Meeting   14:00 to 16:00  Boardroom, Canterbury Museum 

Tuesday 11 March 2014     

Community Committee  09:00 to 13:00  Committee Room 1, Civic Offices 

Housing Committee  13:00 to 16:00  Committee Room 1, Civic Offices 

Citizenship Ceremony  18:30 to 20:00  Function Room, Civic Offices 

Wednesday 12 March 2014     

Hagley/Ferrymead Community Board Garden 
Pride Award 

14:30 to 16:00  Woolston Club, 43 Hargood Street 

Thursday 13 March 2014     

Council Informal Meeting with Community Board 
Chairs 

08:30 to 09:30  Mayor’s Lounge 

Christchurch City Council Ordinary Meeting  09:30 to 15:00  Council Chamber, Civic Offices 

Friday 14 March 2014     

Recovery Strategy Advisory Committee  08:30 to 10:00  Venue to be advised 
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23. CENTRAL CITY CAR PARKING UPDATE 
 
General Manager responsible: Chief Planning Officer, General Managers Capital Programme 

and City Environment, DDI 941-8235 
Officer responsible: Chief Planning Officer, General Managers Capital Programme 

and City Environment 
Author: Kevin Locke  

 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
 1.1 To update Council on parking in the Central City. 
 
2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 2.1 At its meeting of 12 December 2013, Council received an update on An Accessible City 
  and on two of its key parking facilities, the Crossing and Lichfield Street car parks. 
 
3. AN ACCESSIBLE CITY 
 
 3.1 An Accessible City (AAC) is the transport “chapter” of the Christchurch Central Recovery 
  Plan. It contains the strategic direction for transport in the Central City, including parking. 
  It also includes amendments to the central city transport provisions of the Christchurch 
  City District Plan. 

 
 3.2 AAC was developed after the Central City Recovery Plan was released, and was approved 
  by the Minister in October 2013. 
 
 3.3 One of the objectives of the Christchurch Central Recovery Plan is to create people- 
  friendly places within the Central City, in particular making the Core a pedestrian-priority 
  area, which was a key theme from the public feedback received from ‘Share an Idea’. To 
  help achieve this AAC states that off-street public visitor parking buildings will be located 
  either on the perimeter of or outside the Core, with on-street parking within the Core  
  prioritised for disabled and short stay parking, service vehicle and taxis.  
 
 3.4 The strategic objectives for carparking in both the AAC and the Council’s previous Central 

City Plan responded to the direction set by the “Share an Idea” campaign.  This was 
focussed on creating a vibrant pedestrian focussed core, ensuring that carparking was 
developed in appropriate locations (preferably in shared mid-block developments) and that 
the wider transport network created space for cars, and lifted the ability for public transport 
and cycling to contribute to the centre’s accessibility.  In a practical step the Central City 
Plan, and the subsequent CERA plan removed capacity minimums, and introduced a very 
broad based maximum that gave developers significant control over the amount of on-site 
capacity they would contribute.  The Council’s commitment remained in terms of its 
management of the on-street regime, and the reprovision of the public carparking capacity 
to pre-quake levels across the central city.  While the City indicated that it would 
endeavour to re-provide capacity in the approximate location of the pre-quakes stock, the 
willingness of the commitment needs to be revisited in the light of the changed transport 
patterns and desired lines that have resulted from the Minister’s Blue Print and the Anchor 
Project Programme. 

 
 3.5 Pre-earthquake, the majority of parking in Central City was provided by the private sector. 

AAC states that the majority of parking required to meet the needs of businesses, 
shoppers and commuters will continue to be met by commercial developments. Under 
AAC’s amendments to the District Plan, developments can provide for their own parking 
needs, as they have the option to provide up to 50% of their gross leasable floor area as 
parking.  Therefore, Council is not obliged to provide all of the parking in the central city, 
and indeed has never done so. Instead, it is envisaged that Council will continue to work 
with property owners to ensure that an appropriate amount of parking is provided, primarily 
through private development, and if necessary Council providing public parking primarily 
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for short-stay purposes, where demand is established based on expected land use and 
development. 

 
4. PARKING PLAN 
 
 4.1 AAC requires the development of a Parking Plan for the Central City. A working draft of a 
  Parking Plan was completed in December 2013 for Council by independent specialist 
  transport consultants. It is currently being peer reviewed, but its basic principles were 
  outlined in a Council briefing on AAC on 24 February.  After that it is expected that a  
  further workshop and/or committee reports will be required for the Parking Plan before it is 
  endorsed by Council. 
 
 4.2 The Parking Plan includes five key components:  

 guiding principles for the supply and management of Central City parking, based on 
  AAC and the Christchurch Transport Strategic Plan;  

 a short term parking tool: a basic model of the supply/demand predictions for non 
  ancillary parking (i.e. as not provided by individual developments), by central city  
  “precinct” and by quarterly intervals to 2018;  

 a long term parking plan (2041): a model of future (2041) demand and supply needed 
for long-stay (largely employment) and short-stay (largely shopper, visitor, and 
business visitor) parking. This will inform potential areas where public (i.e. available to 
all) parking buildings will most likely be needed and are best located considering the 
planned transport networks in AAC. The intent is to both help inform decisions on 
Council's own parking asset investment decisions in the central city as well as 
identifying potential opportunities for the private sector to contribute to parking;  

 a draft operations plan: to better manage the quantum of central city parking resources 
(off street and on street) - and maximise occupancy of this valuable asset through 
measures such as variable pricing, communications and new management 
technologies; and 

 an implementation and staging plan that will bring together all of the above.  
 
5. CURRENT PARKING CAPACITY (WITHIN THE FOUR AVENUES) 
 5.1 As at the last week of January 2014, the summary of CBD parking is as follows: 
 

Total Supply from: 
 

On-street metered parking 2,418 
On-street unmetered parking 5,340  
Off-street parking 2,831  

 
Sub total 10,589 

 
Less 

 
SCIRT impact 844  
Vertical impact 219 

 
Total Supply 9,526 
Total Demand 5,057  

 
Current vacancy is 53% or 4,469 
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 5.2 Further detail is provided in the table below: 

 

Q1 2014
Precinct 

ID
Precinct

Total 

Supply

Scirt

Impact

Vertical

Impact

Available 

Supply

Total 

Demand
+/‐ %

1 Retail 674 12 62 600 410 190 68%
2 CoreNorth 288 0 39 249 102 147 41%
3 Civic 639 61 34 544 330 214 61%
4 Innovation 174 50 0 124 83 41 67%
5 EastFrame 399 88 0 311 60 251 19%
6 Victoria 186 0 8 178 161 17 90%
7 Museum 428 0 15 413 349 64 85%
8 CityWest 234 120 23 91 85 6 93%
9 Kilmore 925 132 2 791 383 408 48%
10 CityNorth 892 104 17 771 427 344 55%
11 CityNE 997 10 0 987 193 794 20%
12 CityEast 1030 64 0 966 433 533 45%
13 Stadium 337 0 19 318 62 256 19%
14 CPIT 865 57 0 808 415 393 51%
15 CitySouth 632 67 0 565 343 222 61%
16 SouthFrame 276 26 0 250 147 103 59%
17 Metrosport 940 13 0 927 629 298 68%
18 Health 673 40 0 633 445 188 70%

Total 10589 844 219 9526 5057 4469 53%  
 

 5.3 It should be noted that two zones have a tight occupancy rate, Victoria St and City 
  West.  These fall outside of the working occupancy range of 60% to 85%.  
 
6. CURRENT PARKING CAPACITY (RETAIL RELATED) 

 
 6.1 The figures quoted in this section are in the zones related specifically to the retail 
  activity.  These figures were gathered in late January 2014. 
 

Data provided by Precinct. 
 

Precinct
Total 

Supply

ON‐STREET 

Metered 

TOTAL

ON‐STREET 

Un Meterd

TOTAL

OFF‐STREET

Public

TOTAL

Scirt

Impact

ON‐STREET 

Metered 

TOTAL

ON‐STREET 

Un Meterd

TOTAL

OFF‐STREET

Public

TOTAL

Vertical

Impact

ON‐STREET 

Metered 

TOTAL

ON‐STREET 

Un Meterd

TOTAL

OFF‐STREET

Public

TOTAL

Total 

Demand

ON‐STREET 

Metered 

TOTAL

ON‐STREET 

Un Meterd

TOTAL

OFF‐STREET

Public

TOTAL

Retail 674 226 21 427 12 12 62 62 410 104 11 295
CoreNorth 288 218 30 40 0 39 34 5 102 92 5 5
Civic 639 261 22 356 61 61 34 30 4 330 88 13 229
SouthFrame 276 148 50 78 26 4 22 0 147 73 18 56

1877 853 123 901 99 65 22 0 135 126 9 0 989 357 47 585  
 

Occupancy Supply Demand Occupancy
On-street Metered 662 357 54%
On-Street Unmetered 92 47 51%
Off-Street 901 585 65%
Total 1655 989 60%  

 
 6.2 The next survey is due in the second quarter of 2014. 
 
 6.3 The current data indicates that generally there is sufficient capacity across the entire 
  parking stock (public and private) to cater for the existing demand. However it is  
  recognised that this is a very dynamic relationship hence the necessity to constantly 
  monitor and forecast such that additional supply can be added at the right place at the 
  right time. 
 
 6.4 Council staff are moving into a position where we are able to forecast the ratio of  
  supply to demand of the non ancillary parking stock through to the end of 2018.  In 
  essence, the supply through this period will diminish rapidly without intervention. The 
  most significant factor contributing to this decline is the loss of approximately 3000 on 
  street parking spaces associated with the implementation of the recovery plan. 
 

6.5 The intermittent losses associated with SCIRT work and building construction are less 
significant. The demand generated by construction workers is notable and is expected 
to peak at around 800 spaces towards the end of 2016. The culmination of these 
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effects will necessitate the provision of additional parking spaces if the objective is to 
keep supply at or above demand. The development of temporary open air car parks on 
vacant sites will become increasingly difficult as rebuilding progresses however this 
remains the single most effective mechanism for increasing parking supply. The 
pursuit of additional parking supply will be undertaken in a strategic manner assisted 
by a forecasting tool currently in development and expected to be operational by the 
end of March 2014. 
 

 6.6 The provision of logistical and resource advice to maximise the productivity of the 
existing parking resource and the development of additional car parks in strategic 
locations are key areas in which the Council needs to focus its attention.  Changes are 
proposed to deliver effective parking outcomes in these areas. These changes are 
expected to be fully implemented within 2 to 3 months.  

 
 6.7 To enable staff to quickly respond to increasing and differing demands for parking and 
   improve the short term metered parking occupancy rates, it is proposed that the setting 
   of all metered parking fees be delegated to the appropriate General Managers. A 
   report to Council has been prepared to enable this. 
 
7. COUNCIL OFF STREET PARKING FACILITIES 
 
 7.1 At its meeting of 12 December 2013, received a report on The Crossing and Lichfield 
   Street car park facilities.  It was resolved that the Council:  
 

a. Re affirm its commitment to providing at least pre-earthquake levels of car  
  parking in these two key Central City areas, and consider enhancing capacity 
  where this does not impact on the wider network, or Council’s ability to  
  financially support this investment, on a case by case basis.  

 
b. Confirm its commitment to providing at least its pre-earthquake level of off-street 

  carparking in Lichfield Street and at the Crossing, on the sites that it owns,  
  noting that it will consider opportunities for enhancement to support retail and 
  business redevelopment in the blocks on a case by case basis.  

 
c. Note that the future size and configuration of its carparks will need to ensure 

  they plan, in a long term sustainable manner.  
 

d. Instruct Council staff to actively pursue resolution of the insurance claims on 
  its carparks with its insurers, noting that the settlement of these, and the  
  options, that flow from settlement have a significant ability to influence the 
  speed of Central City recovery.  

 
e. Request that staff work with BCA to draft a Heads of Agreement in respect of 

  car park facilities at The Crossing site and to provide a further report to  
  Council in the New Year.  

 
 7.2 The pressure on Council at the end of last year to address the Lichfield and 

Crossing sites cuts across the planned approach.  Addressing these sites has been 
necessitated by the market.  CERA has concerns that the lack of car parking is 
stalling the rebuild.  As the figures above demonstrate there is no current under-
supply; however supply is very temporary in design and nature, may not inspire the 
type of market perception about availability that a fully operating public carparking 
building might.  There is also some questions as to the appropriateness of the 
historic sites, given the much more limited role of Lichfield Street in the future (it 
was formally the primary east/west arterial).  Notwithstanding this, if a repair option 
was proved the relocation of the carpark would be a moot concept in any regard. 

 
 7.3 The issues for Council, in the light of its previous position therefore now revolves 

around the size, and timing of every carparking delivery in the Lichfied and 
Crossing carparks.  In this regard Council is faced with the same dilemma as any 
other private developer, the risk of prematurely acting, undermining its insurance 
position (see separate report) and/or the risk of providing excessive capacity, and a 
loss of income for it.  While Council could forge ahead in the full knowledge of these 
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risks, a number of alternatives need to be considered including external 
underwriting of a development, timing the development close to the reconstruction 
of the retail sector, or relying on private builds to provide greater levels of 
carparking.  Whatever solution is adopted needs to ensure that the quantum, timing 
and location of any build needs to be consistent with its long term goal to manage 
access to the central city.  Utilising the capacity of the current temporary carparking 
capacity on broken sites across the city centre in the short-medium term can be a 
key component of such strategic response. 

 
 7.4 An update with respect to the progressing the insurance claims on the Crossing and 
  Lichfield Street car parks is provided by a separate report. 
 
 7.5 Since the December meeting, staff have been working with BCA to draft a Heads of 
  Agreement and this is being presented to Council for consideration by way of a  
  separate report at the meeting of 27 February 2014. 
 
 7.6 CCDU is preparing a Retail Precinct Plan.  The aim of the plan is to reconcile a  
  number of Outline Development Plans that have been approved for the area.  Staff are 
  about to form a Project Control Group (PCG) with CCDU to investigate the potential 
  options for repair/ rebuild of the Lichfield Street carpark in the context of the Retail 
  Precinct Plan. 
 
 7.7 A team of consultants had already been engaged by CCDU to develop options for the 
  retail precinct in this area. It is proposed to continue with this team to undertake a 
  preliminary feasibility study to determine a range of options for the redevelopment of 
  the site. 
 
 7.8 This study will necessitate engagement with the immediate neighbours to the property. 
  The study will focus on: 

 Overall cost for each option 
 Stakeholder appetite to replace the existing carpark or develop other options 
 Likely time lines for each option 
 Preliminary risk assessment including insurance risk for each option 
 Non cost, pros and cons for each option 
 Potential ownership/ land swap options 

  7.9 This work will be completed in 3-4 weeks once the PCG is established.  The output of 
this study would then be presented to Council to agree the best option and provide 
certainty to the community.  The selected option would then require an Outline 
Development Plan to be submitted for approval. 

 
 
8. STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that the Council: 
 
a. Note that An Accessible City states that the majority of parking required to meet the needs of 

businesses, shoppers and commuters will continue to be met by commercial developments; 
b. Note that current data indicates that generally there is sufficient capacity across the entire parking 

stock (public and private) to cater for the existing demand. 
c. Note that work is underway to investigate the potential options for repair or rebuild of the Lichfield 

Street Car Park. 
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THURSDAY 27 FEBRUARY 2014 
 
 

COUNCIL 
 

RESOLUTION TO EXCLUDE THE PUBLIC 
 
 

Section 48, Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. 
 
 I move that the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, namely 

item(s) 24. 
 
 The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for 

passing this resolution in relation to each matter and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) of the 
Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as 
follows: 

 
ITEM 
NO. 

GENERAL SUBJECT OF EACH 
MATTER TO BE CONSIDERED 

REASON FOR PASSING THIS 
RESOLUTION IN RELATION 
TO EACH MATTER 

GROUND(S) UNDER SECTION 
48(1) FOR THE PASSING OF 
THIS RESOLUTION 

24. CENTRAL CITY CAR PARKING 
UPDATE 

) GOOD REASON TO 
) WITHHOLD EXISTS) 
) UNDER SECTION 7 

SECTION 48(1)(A) 

    
  ) GOOD REASON TO 

) WITHHOLD EXISTS) 
) UNDER SECTION 7 

SECTION 48(1)(a) 

    
 
 This resolution is made in reliance on Section 48(1)(a) of the Local Government Official Information 

and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by Section 6 or Section 7 of 
that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or relevant part of the proceedings of 
the meeting in public are as follows: 

 
ITEM 
NO. 

REASON UNDER 
ACT 

SECTION PLAIN ENGLISH REASON WHEN REPORT CAN 
BE RELEASED 

24. Enable the Council 
to carry on, without 
prejudice, or a 
disadvantage, 
negotiations. 

7(2)(i) There are issues still to be 
resolved in connection with the 
matter. 

When the parties 
agree. 

     
     

 
 Chairperson’s 
 Recommendation: That the foregoing motion be adopted. 
 
 

Note 
 
 Section 48(4) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 provides as 

follows: 
 
 “(4) Every resolution to exclude the public shall be put at a time when the meeting is open to the 

public, and the text of that resolution (or copies thereof): 
 
 (a) Shall be available to any member of the public who is present; and 
 (b) Shall form part of the minutes of the local authority.” 
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Council: The Mayor, (Chairperson). 

Councillors Vicki Buck,  Jimmy Chen, Phil Clearwater, Pauline Cotter, David East,  Jamie Gough, 
Yani Johanson, Ali Jones, Raf Manji, Glenn Livingstone, Paul Lonsdale, Tim Scandrett and 
Andrew Turner 
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24.     CENTRAL CITY CAR PARKING UPDATE - COMMERCIAL 
 

General Manager responsible: General Manager Capital Programme, DDI 941-8235 

Officer responsible: General Manager Capital Programme  

Author: Kevin Locke  
 
PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1. To update Council on the status of the insurance claims for The Crossing and Lichfield Street car 

parks and identify the financial risks should we progress the repair or reconstruction of these 
facilities without settling the claims first. 

 
 
EXECTUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
2. The engineers will be submitting their reports for both The Crossing and Lichfield Street car parks 

on 28 February 2014 to the Insurance Programme Team (Internal).   
 
3. The claims for these facilities are not currently on Council’s priority list for submission by 31 March 

2014. However, we are looking to see if we are able to include it in that list.   
 
4. For the Crossing car park, staff believe that even with our current potentially incomplete 

information, the cost to rebuild this asset is similar to the cost to repair, therefore it is “economically 
destroyed”. 

 
Sum insured: $42.3M 
Cost to repair to 47% NBS $18.137M 
Cost to rebuild $18.349M 
Indemnity value $29.629M 

 
5. The Insurers do not agree with staff’s position. They do not believe it is destroyed and that the 

estimated repair cost is only $4.2M.  The risk to Council if we elect to proceed with repair or rebuild 
options without settling our insurance claim first is up to $14M (the cost to repair/rebuild less the 
insurer’s position). 

 
6. For the Lichfield Street carpark, staff believe that the position here is less clear. It is currently 

cheaper to repair to 34% of NBS than it is to rebuild. The further investigation currently underway 
may change this. 

 
Sum insured: $21.40M 
Cost to repair to 34% NBS $20.50M 
Cost to repair to 67% NBS  $22.50M 
Cost to rebuild $31.40M  
Indemnity value $6.67M 

 
7. Insurers do not agree with staff’s position.  The risk to Council if we elect to proceed with repair or 

rebuild options without settling our insurance claim first is up to $30M (the cost to repair/rebuild 
less the insurer’s position). 

 
8. Council’s intention as per the Cost Sharing Agreement is to spend up to $70M on parking in the 

Central City - $13.3M funded from borrowing and $56.7 funded from recoveries from related 
insurance claims and land sales. 

 
         
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
9. It is recommended that the Council: 
 

a. Note the current status of the insurance claims and the financial exposure that should Council 
proceed with repair/rebuild in advance of settling insurance claims. 
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30. CENTRAL CITY PARKING UPDATE 
 

  Contact Contact Details 

Executive Leadership Team 
Member responsible: 

Chief Financial Officer. 

Rebuild Financial & Commercial 
Group 

Y Peter Gudsell 

Officer responsible: Chief Financial Officer    

Author: Angus Smith   

 
1. PURPOSE AND ORIGIN OF REPORT 

 
1.1 This report is in response to an offer from Carter Group to facilitate the redevelopment of 

the Crossing Car Park at Lichfield Street, a copy of that offer is attached at Appendix 1. 
This offer was tabled at the Finance Committee meeting of 8 April 2014. In response the 
Committee passed the follow resolution: The Committee decided to refer the 
Chairperson’s report to the Chief Financial Officer and requested that he ascertain 
whether a commercial deal was possible and prepare a report with options to go directly 
to the Council meeting on 24 April 2014. 

 
2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
  2.1 The Council has been working through the facilities rebuild process for the Crossing Car 

Park. This has been primarily driven by damage and insurance issues. In the normal 
course of events once those issues are fully understood and resolved a future decision 
on the property would be sought considering the Council’s various delivery and financial 
strategies.  

 
2.2 Over the course of the last year the Council has considered a number of reports in 

respect of this property; the purpose of those and the resolutions that resulted are set out 
in Appendix 2. In essence these provided updates on the facilities rebuild process and 
the opportunity to develop a proposal with Carter Group.   

 
2.3 The key resolution, in respect to this paper was at the meeting on 12 December 2013 

where Council re affirmed its commitment to providing at least pre-earthquake levels of 
off street car parking in Lichfield Street and at the Crossing, on the sites that it owns, 
noting that it will consider opportunities for enhancement to support retail and business 
redevelopment in the blocks on a case by case basis, and that the future size and 
configuration of its car parks will need to ensure they integrate well with the network and 
land uses proposed in the Central City Recovery Plan, in a long term sustainable manner.  

 
2.4 A Project Control Group comprising Kevin Locke, Paul Lonsdale, Philip Carter and Mary 

Devine has been working through the issues associated with the Crossing Car Park.   
 

2.5 The Carter Group has now presented a specific proposal. This report presents that 
proposal, outlines some initial issues, process requirements and recommends some next 
steps to move forward; namely a full analysis of options that will inform further 
negotiations with Carter Group. Carters contend that a specific build agreement is 
required for developer confidence rather than just an overarching medium term 
commitment.  

 
2.6 The consequence of a full and proper consideration is that we will face further pressure 

from Carters who want a quick resolution given the time already spent from their 
perspective and their desire to be ready for Christmas 2015.  

 
2.7 At this stage the structure of the proposed offer is not attractive to Council. Although, 

Carter Group would contend the proposed arrangement is fair and reasonable. 
 

2.8  The decision for Council is whether the benefit from giving parking certainty outweighs 
the commercial downside and traffic congestion issues.  
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30 Cont’d 
 

3. BACKGROUND 
 

 Christchurch Central Recovery Plan 
 
  3.1 The Christchurch Central Recovery Plan (CCRP) sets out a vision for central 

Christchurch to become the thriving heart of an international city.  It identifies the retail 
precinct as a private sector led ‘Anchor Project’ and states that it will offer destination 
shopping in a compact vibrant area.   It also notes that the surrounding streets will be 
pedestrian friendly.  An Accessible City (ACC) is the ‘transport chapter’ of the CCRP.  It 
seeks to provide a range of travel options that are flexible and resilient, able to 
accommodate projected population growth, as well as supporting growth in travel by 
public transport, walking and cycling.  Of relevance to the proposal it states the following 
regarding parking: 

 
 That the majority of parking required to meet the needs of business, shoppers and 

commuters will continue to be met by commercial developments.   
 That off-street public visitor parking buildings will be located to provide safe and 

easy access from local distributor streets and will be on the perimeter of or outside 
the core. 

 That buildings will be designed to integrate with their surrounds, with a preference 
for mid-block sites, with active ground floor frontages.  This means that new parking 
buildings will typically be smaller than before the earthquakes. 

 
  Parking Plan  
 
  3.2 A Christchurch Central Parking Plan is being prepared to provide information on the short 

and long term demand for parking facilities. The parking principles in the Plan were 
outlined in a Council briefing on AAC on 24 February. A further workshop and a 
committee report will be prepared before the Plan is endorsed by Council. The Plan 
includes a short term parking forecast tool and a long term parking plan. 

 
  3.3 The long term parking plan includes forecasts to 2041 of the future parking demand and 

supply needed for long stay (more than 4 hours - largely associated with employment) 
and short stay (less than 4 hours - associated with shopper, visitor and business visitor). 
The intent is to both help inform decisions on Council's own parking asset investment 
decisions in the central city as well as identifying potential opportunities for the private 
sector to contribute to parking.  

 
  3.4 In terms of short stay parking, the model indicates that in 2041 there is a potential 

shortfall of 1800 short stay spaces during weekend peak within the Core, but there is an 
oversupply outside of this area.  The high level of demand within the Core is driven by the 
Retail precinct and the quantity of hospitality type activity within the Core.  

 
  Traffic Analysis  
 
  3.5 To help inform the work that is being done on both the Lichfield Street and the Crossing 

car parks, Council has prepared a draft analysis of the impacts on the traffic network of a 
number of parking scenarios.  This was sent to Carter Group at the end of March seeking 
their feedback, but at the time of writing this report no feedback had been received.   

 
  3.6  The traffic impact analysis is based upon assessment of effects during a weekday 

evening peak hour at the year 2031. It indicates that an off street parking capacity 
(primarily for short stay parking needs) of circa 1200 spaces in the vicinity of the old 
Lichfield Street parking site, in combination with three optional quanta of Crossing facility 
capacity (circa 300, 600 and 900 spaces respectively - each shared between short and 
long stay parking) would result in progressively increasing vehicle queue lengths, delays 
and network efficiency effects at local Lichfield Street intersections (Lichfield / Colombo 
and Lichfield / Durham) as the quantum of any parking supply increases to the two 
potential sites. Before the earthquakes the Crossing car park provided 220 public spaces. 
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  3.7 The analysis indicates that a quantum of parking at the Crossing site of circa 600 to 660 

spaces (as is understood to be proposed at that time) would likely result in some 
operational problems at the Lichfield / Colombo and Lichfield / Durham Street 
intersections - for at least part of a typical weekday evening peak period by that horizon 
year.  There may also be some consequential impacts on the ability to deliver improved 
amenity for pedestrians, cyclists and overall streetscape amenity on Lichfield Street in the 
immediate vicinity of these intersections, which are key features of the Accessible City 
plan. 

 
  Summary – Strategic fit/parking demand/effects on the traffic network 
 
  3.8 An Accessible City indicates that the majority of parking to meet commercial needs will be 

met by commercial developments.  However, an overview of the Outline Development 
Plans for the Retail Precinct indicates that while some on site parking is being provided, 
many developments will rely on Council rebuilding/repairing both Lichfield Street and the 
Crossing, particularly for short-stay parking.  The Crossing is located on Lichfield Street 
which is denoted as a local distributor street, however, it is located inside the core1, albeit 
towards the outer edges.  Plans outlining the design of the car park have not been 
received at the time of writing this report, so it is not possible to consider whether it 
integrates with its surrounds – a key consideration.  From a demand and supply 
perspective, the draft Parking Plan indicates that there will be considerable demand in the 
future for short-stay parking in the retail precinct; and a larger parking building at the 
Crossing than what existed pre-quake would help service some of that demand.  
However, locating two large parking facilities on Lichfield Street as envisaged is expected 
to lead to potential operational problems at the Lichfield / Colombo and Lichfield / Durham 
Street intersections - for at least part of a typical weekday evening peak period by that 
horizon year. In turn those traffic demands may impact on the ability to deliver material 
improvements for pedestrian, cycle and streetscape enhancements on Lichfield Street 
and intersections with Colombo Street and Durham Street.    

 
4. COMMENT 

 
4.1 Section 14(1)(f) of the Local Government Act 2002 requires the Council to undertake any 

commercial transactions in accordance with sound business practices.  In addition 
sections 77 and 78 require the Council to identify all reasonably practicable options for 
achievement of the objective of the decision, and to give consideration to the views and 
preferences of persons likely to be affected, or to have an interest, in the matter.  Full 
advice on how these requirements will be met will be contained in the recommended full 
options report. 

 
4.2 Initial and high level comments in respect of the Carter Group proposal are: 

 
 It commits the Council to a long term lease, including maintenance and operating 

costs. Carters get 100 basement car parks, an additional 500 attached car parks 
and ground floor retail space, land and a guaranteed revenue stream. This is a 
better outcome to Carters than a simple repair or build of the 220 car parks 
currently there. 

 Advice from the Transport Management Group is that 600 car parks exceed the 
recommended maximum for the area around the Crossing. 

 The lease arrangement proposed effectively creates a funding arrangement 
whereby Council funds the full build via  outgoings. By way of comparison 
Council’s cost of capital is  

 As well as the  it is expected that Council is responsible for maintenance and 
operational expenses. 

 There is at first sight no capital control mechanism; the full risk of development 
appears to fall on Council. This is an area which Carters are willing to discuss.  

 The land valuation needs to be independently reviewed as the current valuation 
raises concerns in terms of methodology, approach and assumptions. 

 The return on land does not appear to be factored into the financial model and this  

                                                      
1 The CCRP states that the Core will concentrate commercial and retail development in the central city. 
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    needs to be considered in the context of values. 

 Costs need to be fully understood. 
 The proposed CPI indexing formula for rent is another element of the commercial 

deal which is not attractive. 
 Potentially Council is exposed to an insurance shortfall if the insurer is not given 

sufficient time to complete their analysis of the damage. 
 

4.3 The legal context of the compensation issues need to be investigated along with the 
Council’s position on possible counter claims. 

 
4.4 There are a range of options that could potentially deliver the same outcome for the 

Council and possibly with a more optimal cost to benefit outcome. These include; 
 

 Council rebuild or repair the existing structure. 
 Council enter into an agreement with Carter Group that in principle has the Council 

selling its land to Carter Group who develop the site for their own purposes along 
with a car park which is leased back to the Council.  

 Council in agreement take a Carter Group designed proposal which integrates their 
development and a development on the neighbouring Council owned land, to the 
market and build it. 

 Council design and build their own development. 
 Council sell to the Carter Group, encumbering the property so that a car park 

development outcome of some form is achieved. 
 

4.5 In considering these options more information is required on the Council’s recommended 
central city car park strategy, the valuation of the land and the market rental valuation for 
car park spaces.  If a meaningful comparison is to be made more information is required 
on the updated Carter proposal, All of this has been requested but because of the short 
time frame coupled with two short weeks the information is not yet available.  

 
4.6 This puts obvious time pressure on Council, which could be a negotiation tactic, or 

simply as stated a desire to get the car park built prior to Christmas 2015.  
 

4.7 In any event should the Carter Group proposal prove favourable this work is required to 
progress a negotiation with Carter Group in a commercially prudent manner that 
optimises the outcome for Council. This work is currently under way and it is hoped that 
the outcome of this in terms of a full options and issues report with financial analysis  and 
advantages and disadvantages will be available for consideration at the May Council 
meeting. 

 
Insurance  

 
4.8 The initial samples to determine the condition of the steel have been taken from the 

Crossing Car Park with more to be taken in May. LAPP have been advised that Council 
wishes to move on the building and that they should make their own decision regarding 
the building’s condition. Currently LAPP believe that the building can be repaired for 
around $3 million, whereas the Council position is the building is an economic write off 
and will cost around $18-20 million to repair or replace.  Once LAPP confirm that they 
have all of the information they require the building can be demolished although Council 
will then assume the insurance risk. 

 
4.9 Council staff are still to confirm the completion date should Council resolve to rebuild the 

Crossing.  
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5. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 

5.1 It has not been possible to provide a detailed financial analysis of each option because 
we are yet to receive: 

 
 An independent valuation for the land Council is swapping and receiving 
 A market rental valuation for the car parks. 
 A decision on the size of the car park. The Carter proposal assumes 635 spaces, 

while the old Crossing car park had 220. 
 An analysis of likely occupancy rates for the car park. 

 
5.2 Initial comments that can be made are that the return required by the Carter Group, , 

is higher than Council’s current cost of borrowing and expected rate of return, with no 
compensating trade off in the form of lower maintenance obligations. In addition, models 
are very sensitive to occupancy rates and rental income projections hence the need for 
further information. Carter Group contends the is reasonable as is lease length and 
CPI adjustments. 

 
6. STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

 
6.1 It is recommended that the Council: 

 
  6.1.1 Note that Council faces pressure to agree to the Carter proposal today. 

 
  6.1.2 Note that staff consider the current proposal not to be commercially attractive. 

 
  6.1.3 Note that staff consider that the option of reaching a commercial deal should be 

explored if Carters are willing to enter a discussion in a timeframe that allows 
Council to be adequately informed. 

 
  6.1.4 Resolve that staff be requested to undertake the appropriate analysis of the Carter 

Group proposal and provide a full options report in respect of the Crossing Car 
park site at the May Council Meeting. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

3 October 2013 – Public Excluded 
(14.) PROPOSED RETAIL DEVELOPMENT  
Purpose – To report to Councillors on a proposal for re-installing carparking in the central 
city. 
Resolution: 
(a) AB Investments Ltd and JB Ballantyne & Co Ltd have entered into a joint venture to 
work on the re-development of properties in and around "The Crossing" building in the 
central city;  
(b) The re-development may include the adjacent Council-owned carparking/bus 
exchange building;  
(c) Once the Council has settled its insurance claim in respect of the building it will be in a 
position to make decisions with regard to the provision of parking in the area and its 
potential involvement in the re-development; and  
(d) Pending the outcome of that process staff will continue to discuss with the joint 
venture partners options for providing carparking facilities in or adjacent to the proposed 
development.  
(e) That staff bring a more detailed report back to the Council by the end of the year.  

 
3.3 12 December 2013 – Open 

(2.) LICHFIELD STREET AND THE CROSSING CAR PARKS  
Purpose – To update on two existing inner city car parking facilities that support the Retail 
Precinct and to update council on a proposal for a retail redevelopment. 
Resolution: 
1. Re affirm its commitment to providing at least pre-earthquake levels of carparking in 
these two key Central City areas, and consider enhancing capacity where this does not 
impact on the wider network, or Council’s ability to financially support this investment, on 
a case by case basis.  
2. Confirm its commitment to providing at least its pre-earthquake level of off street 
carparking in Lichfield Street and at the Crossing, on the sites that it owns, noting that it 
will consider opportunities for enhancement to support retail and business redevelopment 
in the blocks on a case by case basis.  
3. Note that the future size and configuration of its carparks will need to ensure they 
integrate well with the network and land uses proposed in the Central City Recovery Plan, 
in a long term sustainable manner.  
4. Instruct Council staff to actively pursue resolution of the insurance claims on its 
carparks with its insurers, noting that the settlement of these, and the options, that flow 
from settlement have a significant ability to influence the speed of Central City recovery.  
5. Request that staff work with BCA to draft a Heads of Agreement in respect of car park 
facilities at The Crossing site and to provide a further report to Council in the New Year. 

 
3.4 23. CENTRAL CITY CAR PARKING UPDATE  

27 February 2014 – open 
Purpose – To update Council on parking in the Central City 
Resolution: 
23.1 Note the information contained in the report.  
23.2 The Mayor will call a meeting of all interested parties as soon as possible in order to 
present the report and to discuss solutions.  
23.3 The report is to be referred to an Earthquake Recovery Committee of the Whole who 
are given the delegation to make decisions on this matter. 

 
3.5 24. CENTRAL CITY CAR PARKING UPDATE - COMMERCIAL  

27 February 2014 – PX 
Purpose – To update Council on the status of the insurance claims for The Crossing and 
Lichfield Street car parks and identify the financial risks should we progress the repair or 
reconstruction of these facilities without settling the claims first. 
Resolution 
It was resolved on the motion of Councillor Buck, seconded by Councillor Clearwater, that 
the Council note the current status of the insurance claims and the financial exposure that 
should Council proceed with repair/rebuild in advance of settling insurance claims.  
 

3.6 21. THE CROSSING CARPARK  
27 February 2014 PX 
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Purpose – To provide Councillors with a draft Heads of Agreement that has been 
prepared in response to resolutions made in December 2013 
Resolution 
21.1 Progress the resolution of issues arising with regard to the provision of carparking 
within the development of The Crossing site;  
21.2 Establish a Project Control Group to work on resolving those issues;  
21.3 Contribute up to $25,000 to the costs expected to be incurred by the Project Control 
Group.  
21.4 Nominate Councillor Lonsdale as the Council’s initial appointee to the Project 
Control Group.  
21.5 Approve the draft Heads of Agreement between the Council and AB Investments 
Ltd, attached to the staff report.  

   21.6 Authorise the Acting Chief Executive to sign the Heads of Agreement on the 
Council's behalf. 
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27. CENTRAL CITY CAR PARKING PROPOSAL 
 

  Contact Contact Details 
Executive Leadership Team 
Member responsible: 

Chief Financial Officer Y 941 8528 

Officer responsible: Corporate Finance Manager  
Rebuild Financial and Commercial 

  

Author: Corporate Finance Manager Y 941 8454 

 
1. PURPOSE AND ORIGIN OF REPORT 

 
  1.1 This report is in response to a resolution passed at the Council meeting 24 April 2014 in 

which Council resolved that staff be requested to undertake the appropriate analysis of 
the Carter Group proposal and provide a full options report in respect of the Crossing Car 
Park site at the May Council Meeting. 

 
2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

  2.1  As detailed in the report considered by the Council on 24 April 2014, Council staff have 
been engaged in discussions with the Carter Group on the future of The Crossing Car 
Park. 

 
  2.2 The Carter Group presented a specific proposal, which is attached as Appendices 1 and 

2, and detailed as Option 1 in this report.   
 
  2.3 Subsequent to receipt of that proposal, an alternative proposal has been developed in 

urgent without prejudice discussions between Council staff and Carter Group. These 
discussions have been continuing this morning and immediately up to the presentation of 
this report to Council.  These late discussions have led to the development of Option 6 in 
this report.  The Carter Group have accepted this offer. 

 
  2.4  As the Council is aware, pressure has come on the Council to resolve the issues 

concerning the rebuilding of The Crossing Car Park quickly, in order to facilitate and act 
as a catalyst for the commencement of a number of significant development projects in 
the Retail Precinct of the Central Business District, including the development of the 
Carter Group site immediately to the north of The Crossing Car Park.  The general high 
level view of the relevant parties (including CERA and the developers concerned) is that 
unless and until the Council gives some certainty as to the repair or rebuild of the 
Crossing Car Park, and the Lichfield Street Car Park, that development in the Retail 
Precinct will stall.  For this reason Council staff have engaged with Carter Group to work 
through the Carter Group proposals for moving matters forward. 

 
  2.5 In the extraordinarily short time available Council staff have attempted to properly analyse 

the Carter Group proposals that have been received, and work up alternative options for 
the Council to consider, and those details are included in this report.  Given the release 
yesterday of the KordaMentha report, which underlines the real requirement for the 
Council to be financially prudent, the Council needs to consider all options within the 
overall context of financial discipline.  

 
  2.6  From the analysis that has been done, it is clear, in general terms that none of the 

options are particularly "commercial" from the Council's perspective.  However, given the 
larger need to facilitate and provide a catalyst for development in the Retail Precinct by 
delivering car parking solutions, the Council may consider that this may be sufficient to 
override the commercial concerns identified by staff. 

 
  2.7 Preferred alternative. A net $28 million grant requiring Carters to provide say 534 car 

parks for a period of 50 years.  It is still a negative NPV of so financially is only 
beneficial to the extent we have less of a liability on the balance sheet, and hence a 
comparatively better net debt ratio than with Carter’s proposal.  

  This is an easier 
and cleaner commercial structure which gives Carters flexibility, control, ownership and 
cash.   
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3. BACKGROUND 
 
  3.1 The Council has been working through the facilities rebuild process for the Crossing Car 

Park, and, over the course of the last year has considered a number of reports in respect 
of this property. In essence these provided updates on the facilities rebuild process and 
the opportunity to develop a proposal with Carter Group. 

 
  3.2 The key resolution, in respect to this paper was at the meeting on 12 December 2013 

where Council reaffirmed its commitment to providing at least pre-earthquake levels of 
off-street car parking in Lichfield Street and at the Crossing, on the sites that it owns, 
noting that it will consider opportunities for enhancement to support retail and business 
redevelopment in the blocks on a case by case basis, and that the future size and 
configuration of its car parks will need to ensure they integrate well with the network and 
land uses proposed in the Central City Recovery Plan, in a long-term sustainable 
manner. 

 
  3.3 After 12 months of ongoing discussion with the Council, and mindful of the effect that the 

lack of resolution is having in stalling the central city development, the Carter Group 
presented its own proposal on 7 April with the condition that it be signed off on 29 April.  

 
  3.4 This was considered by Council at the meeting 24 April and considered to be non-

commercial. Staff were requested to undertake the appropriate analysis of the Carter 
Group proposal and provide a full options report in respect of the Crossing Car Park site 
at the May Council Meeting. 

 
  3.5 After further meetings, Carters presented a revised proposal on 5 May, a condition of 

which is that it be accepted on 9 May, and that the lease, and sale and purchase 
agreement be signed on that date. As mentioned in the previous report Carters want a 
quick resolution given the delay already incurred and their desire is to be ready for 
Christmas 2015. 

 
  3.6 Because of the very short deadline staff have not been able to conduct the normal level 

of analysis but in the time available have identified that while it is an improvement, 
financially  it is still not an attractive option for Council, although Carter Group maintain 
that it is fair and reasonable. 

 
  3.7 The decision for Council is whether the benefit from giving parking certainty outweighs 

the commercial downside and traffic congestion issues. 
 

 Accessible City  
 
  3.8 An Accessible City indicates that the majority of parking to meet commercial needs will be 

met by commercial developments. However, an overview of the Outline Development 
Plans for the Retail Precinct indicates that while some on-site parking is being provided, 
many developments will rely on Council rebuilding/repairing both Lichfield Street and the 
Crossing, particularly for short-stay parking. The Crossing is located on Lichfield Street 
which is denoted as a local distributor street, however, it is located inside the core albeit 
towards the outer edges. 

 
  3.9 From a demand and supply perspective, the draft Parking Plan indicates that there will be 

considerable demand in the future for short-stay parking in the retail precinct; and a larger 
parking building at the Crossing than what existed pre-quake would help service some of 
that demand. 

 
  3.10 However, locating two large parking facilities on Lichfield Street as envisaged is expected 

to lead to potential operational problems at the Lichfield / Colombo and Lichfield / Durham 
Street intersections for at least part of a typical week-day evening peak period by that 
horizon year. In turn those traffic demands may impact on the ability to deliver material 
improvements for pedestrian, cycle and streetscape enhancements on Lichfield Street 
and intersections with Colombo Street and Durham Street. 
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 Parking Plan 
  3.11 A Christchurch Central Parking Plan is being prepared to provide information on the 

short- and long-term demand for parking facilities. The parking principles in the Plan were 
outlined in a Council briefing on An Accessible City on 24 February. A further workshop 
and a committee report will be prepared before the Plan is endorsed by Council. The Plan 
includes a short-term parking forecast tool and a long-term parking plan. 

 
  3.12 The long-term parking plan includes forecasts to 2041 of the future parking demand and 

supply needed for long stay (more than 4 hours - largely associated with employment) 
and short stay (less than 4 hours - associated with shopper, visitor and business visitor).  
The intent is to both help inform decisions on Council's own parking asset investment 
decisions in the central city as well as identifying potential opportunities for the private 
sector to contribute to parking. 

 
  3.13 In terms of short-stay parking, the model indicates that in 2041 there is a potential 

shortfall of 1800 short-stay spaces during weekend peak within the Core, but there is an 
oversupply outside of this area. The high level of demand within the Core is driven by the 
Retail Precinct and the quantity of hospitality type activity within the Core. 

 
  Traffic Analysis 
  3.14 To help inform the work that is being done on both the Lichfield Street and the Crossing 

Car Parks, Council has prepared a draft analysis of the impacts on the traffic network of a 
number of parking scenarios. This was sent to the Carter Group at the end of March 
seeking their feedback, but at the time of writing this report no feedback had been 
received. 

 
  3.15 The traffic impact analysis is based upon assessment of effects during a week-day 

evening peak hour at the year 2031. It indicates that an off street parking capacity 
(primarily for short-stay parking needs) of circa 1200 spaces in the vicinity of the old 
Lichfield Street parking site, in combination with three optional quanta of Crossing facility 
capacity (circa 300, 600 and 900 spaces respectively – each shared between short- and 
long-stay parking) would result in progressively increasing vehicle queue lengths, delays 
and network efficiency effects at local Lichfield Street intersections (Lichfield / Colombo 
and Lichfield / Durham) as the quantum of any parking supply increases to the two 
potential sites. Before the earthquakes the Crossing Car Park provided 220 public 
spaces. 

 
  3.16 The analysis indicates that a quantum of parking at the Crossing site of circa 600 to 660 

spaces (as is understood to be proposed at that time) would likely result in some 
operational problems at the Lichfield / Colombo and Lichfield / Durham Street 
intersections for at least part of a typical week-day evening peak period by that horizon 
year. There may also be some consequential impacts on the ability to deliver improved 
amenity for pedestrians, cyclists and overall streetscape amenity on Lichfield Street in the 
immediate vicinity of these intersections, which are key features of the Accessible City 
plan.  

 
4. COMMENT 

 
  4.1 Five additional options to the amended Carter Group proposal have been considered. 

The details of each are discussed below: 
 

   4.1.1 The Carter Group Amended Proposal of 5 May 
 Carter Group builds and owns the car park, with a lease to Council of the public 

car park for a 25 year term. The previous version of this proposal assumed a 34 
year lease. 

 Carter Group would purchase Council land for $2 million. The previous offer 
was $200,000. 
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 Annual lease payment by Council to Carter Group of  
plus 3% rental increase annually and every five years either an increase to 
current market or 3%.

The previous offer was a lease payment that 
provided the Carter Group with a  return on costs and a rental increase rate 
pegged to CPI. 

 530 parks plus 103 in basement which operator would not utilise. 
 Ground floor of car park includes retail which the Carter Group would manage. 
 Carter Group bears the construction cost risk. In the previous offer Council 

carried this risk. 
 Carter Group believe from their review of the operating model of the Crossing 

Car Park that annual revenue of is achievable. 
 
   4.1.2 Council rebuild the car park on the existing site to the existing size 

 Council build, own and operate either via a third party operator or by Council 
 220 parks 
 Total cost of build is estimated at approximately $18.4 million including a 

contingency of $2.6 million.  
 

4.1.3 Council build based on the size and cost of the Carter Group Proposal 
 Council build, own and operate either via a third party operator or by Council 
 530 parks plus an additional 103 in basement 
 Total cost of build  
 Council would need to purchase land from Carter Group 

 
4.1.4 Council sells the land to the Carter Group and it builds the car park and operates it 

using a third party operator 
 Council would sell its land to the Carter Group. 
 Carter Group would also need to acquire Kivers Lane from the Council 

 
4.1.5 Council builds a car park on the footprint of the existing car park but increases the 

number of parks available 
 Council replaces the existing car park with a larger one using the site it currently 

owns. 
 Size is currently assumed at 520 parks. 

 
4.1.6 Council pays Carter Group $31 million to provide a car park at the Crossing 

 Council sells its land to the Carter Group for $3 million 
 Council provides Carter Group with a cash contribution of $31 million to build a 

car park. 
 Council registers an encumbrance on the land title that the car park must be 

operated as a public car park for 50 years. 
 Council provides its contribution by instalments according to construction 

progress and retains title to the land until the final instalment is paid. 
 

 General Legal Issues 
 

4.2 Consultation 
 

4.2.1 The Council's significance policy states that if a decision to be made does not flow 
from a Long Term Plan (or, currently, the Council's 3 Year Plan) or Annual Plan, 
then the Council will consider undertaking a special consultative procedure.  This 
provision applies if the decision is to undertake a significant capital project, 
programme or activity. 

  
4.2.2 It also applies if the proposal before the Council has not been the subject of a 

process involving a public hearing. 
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4.2.3 The Crossing Car park is not specifically referred to in the 2013/16 3 Year Plan.  
However it contains the Council's commitment to spend up to $70 million on 
restoring public car parking in the central city to pre-earthquake levels.  
This reflects the cost-sharing agreement between the Council and the Crown in 
which the Council agreed to replace the Manchester, Lichfield, The Crossing and 
Crowne Plaza car parking buildings. 

  
4.2.4 The provision of car parking in the central city was one of the issues raised in the 

share an idea phase of the Council's draft City Recovery Plan in 2011.  The 
provision of public facilities was included in the draft that was adopted by the 
Council in December 2011.  The An Accessible City chapter of the Christchurch 
Central Recovery Plan prepared by CERA also included provision for car parking, 
in key destination areas such as the proposed retail precinct in which The Crossing 
Car park is situated.  Both CERA and Council staff sought the views and 
preferences of stakeholders in the course of completing that work. 

  
4.2.5 In December 2013 the Council re-affirmed its commitment to providing at least pre-

earthquake levels of car parking at the Council-owned sites in Lichfield St and 
at The Crossing. The Council also noted that it would consider opportunities for 
enhancement to support retail and business re-development adjacent to the 
facilities on a case by case basis. 

  
4.2.6 Council staff are preparing a public parking plan for the central city.  In the course 

of doing so they too have sought the views of stakeholders.  The continued use of 
The Crossing site for public parking is included in the draft plan. 

  
4.2.7 It is the view of the Legal Services Unit therefore that no further consultation is 

required before the Council makes its decision with regard to the matters referred 
to in this report, whichever option is adopted. 

  
4.2.8 Nor would there be any point to further consultation, given that the Council is 

currently bound by an encumbrance registered over the land occupied by The 
Crossing Car park building to operate public car parking facilities until December 
2020.  Should the Council decide to sell the land, the encumbrance would no 
longer apply.   

 
4.3 Encumbrance - Carter Compensation Claim 

 
4.3.1 There is registered against the Certificate of Title to the Council land a 

Memorandum of Encumbrance, which is very detailed, but in very general terms 
obligates the Council to reinstate the buildings and operate a car park on the land 
through to 31 December 2020.  In the negotiations to date, Carter Group has 
argued that the Council has breached its obligations under the Encumbrance by 
not reinstating and recommencing operating the existing car park building 
expeditiously. Carter Group has argued that the Council is required to pay it 
compensation as a consequence of it not being able to open its adjoining buildings 
due to the lift well in existing car parking building having been demolished and the 
Council’s fire egress obligations under the encumbrance not being met. 

 
4.3.2 Having reviewed the terms of the Encumbrance, the Legal Services Unit confirms 

that the Council indeed does have obligations to Carter Group in terms of 
continuing to operate the car park through to 31 December 2020 and providing 
various forms of public access through the building until that date and other 
matters. The Council will therefore need to work through the issues in a reasonably 
timely manner to comply with these requirements. 

 
4.3.3 Carter Group has quantified the compensation that it may seek from the Council in 

terms of lost rent of $2 million per annum and the costs of rebuilding the lift well at 
a further $2.5 million. However, the view of the Legal Services Unit is that these 
figures are likely to represent very much the upper limit of any claim, and that any 
compensation that a Court may order would probably be significantly less for a 
number of reasons, including: 
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(a) The $2 million lost rent is based on Carter Group's pre-earthquake rent-roll, 

which would have been reduced to zero post-earthquake. 
(b) Also, it is presumed that the $2 million figure would be a gross figure, from 

which expenses would need to be deducted to reflect actual loss?  
(c) It is unclear why Carter Group is factoring in the costs to re-build the lift in their 

compensation claim. If the Council has that obligation, that is not money that 
would be paid to Carter Group, but, it is acknowledged, that is money that the 
Council may possibly need to expend. 

(d) It is not clear that Carter Group has not been able to re-open its buildings 
because of the issues with the Council car park building.  If it was apparent 
that the Carter Group buildings themselves need to be repaired or demolished 
that would remove a substantial justification for the Carter Group's claim for 
compensation. 

(e) In any claim, Carter Group would need to demonstrate the steps that it had 
taken to mitigate or reduce its loss. 

 
4.4 Dealing Unilaterally with Carter Group 

 
4.4.1 The Council is required by section 14(1)(f) of the Local Government Act 2002 to 

undertake its commercial transactions in accordance with sound business practice.  
One of the important ways that the Council uses to meet this requirement to 
comply with the Office of the Auditor General’s ‘Procurement Guidelines’.   

 
4.4.2 While the Procurement Guidelines are not mandatory rules for local authorities, the 

Council should seek to comply with them as a guideline.  The Procurement 
Guidelines state that, in principle, “advertising an open request for tender for all 
proposals should be the preferred method for higher value and/or higher risk 
procurement”.  However, the guidelines acknowledge that a conventional market 
model may not fit because of the strategic importance of the relationship with the 
provider, and that in some situations “it may be more useful to give greater weight 
to the relationship or strategic dimensions of the contract and to develop other 
systems to manage the dimensions usually managed by competitive market 
mechanisms” (known in the guidelines as a “relational purchase”). 

 
4.4.3. The procurement of services by the Council from Carter Group would appear to be 

in the nature of a “relational purchase” due to the nature of the existing and 
ongoing relationship with Carter Group at The Crossing car park site through the 
Encumbrance.  Also the strategic need to make urgent provision for car parking to 
facilitate the development of the Retail Precinct in the Central Business District 
would also justify the Council dealing unilaterally with the Carter Group. 

4.4.5. The potential issues around dealing unilaterally with the Carter Group can be 
avoided by Council taking steps to “manage the dimensions usually managed by 
competitive market mechanisms” as recommended by the Procurement 
Guidelines, which include: 

(a) recording the reasons for not wishing to seek competitive tenders on the 
open market (to address transparency concerns); and 

(b) taking other steps to ensure compliance with the sound business practices 
obligations, such as engaging the appropriate professional advice to assist 
with the negotiations with the Carter Group (as has occurred). 

4.5 Sale of Land 
 
Any proposal that contemplates the sale of any Council land would need to comply with 
the Council’s offer back obligations under section 40 of the Public Works Act 1981.  As 
the site was originally acquired from interests associated with the Carter Group, it is 
anticipated that by selling the land to the Carter Group that this requirement would be 
met. 
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4.6 Kivers Lane 
 

4.6.1 There are two certificates of title covering Kivers Lane. These are limited in height 
and both in the name of the Christchurch City Council. One of these is however 
actually owned by Orion and relates to cables that run the length of the lane. The 
fact that the title sits in Council’s name is a legacy issue dating back to the 
establishment of South Power / Orion and would need to be transferred to them at 
some stage, if and when required.  

 
4.6.2 There are numerous parcels on either side of the lane that hold easements and 

rights of way over Kivers Lane. These provide for a variety of services and access 
rights. The titles for Kivers Lane are subject to encumbrance in favour of Council 
This places restrictions on building contiguous to the eastern boundary,  

 
4.6.3 Orion’s interests in Kivers Lane are the cables, some of these are redundant and 

some still active. Relocation of the cables may be possible though that would 
come at the request of the developer / owner making the request.  

  
4.6.4 Orion also have a substation in the basement of the old Bus Exchange that 

serviced the Crossing and adjoining Arthur Barnett’s building. Relocation of this is 
also a possibility and Orion may contribute towards that. Orion are unable to 
commit to any strategy or course of action until they know the nature and extent 
of redevelopment. The key future strategy issues are the unimpeded 24 hour 
access and adequate network coverage and resilience. 

 
 
5. IMPLICATIONS 
 

5.1 The full implications of each of the options assessed are set out in Appendix 3.  
 

5.1.1 The Carter Group Proposal of 5 May 
Not recommended. Very high negative NPV of around  Advice 
received from Deloitte, which is attached as Appendix 4, would suggest that a 
3.0% p.a. minimum rental increase is at the upper end of longer term inflationary 
expectations (generally in the range  p.a.) and that a rental yield of 

is more appropriate for a blue chip tenant such as Council. The proposal is 
based on an  yield. 

 
5.1.2 Council rebuild the car park on the existing site to the existing size 

Attractive from a financial perspective with a positive return, however not 
possible under the revised District Plan Rules. 

 
5.1.3 Council build based on the size and cost of the Carter Group Proposal 
 Attractive from a financial perspective with a positive return. However, Council 

bear the construction cost risk and the risk of attracting and maintaining tenants 
for the ground floor retail space. This is a non-core Council activity. 

 
5.1.4 Council sells the land to the Carter Group and it builds the car park and operates 

it using a third party operator 
 Attractive from a financial perspective with a positive return. However, Council 

would sell the land at a value lower than its estimated market value and would 
recognise a loss and as a catalyst to the rebuild of the Retail Precinct it is not an 
attractive offer to the Carter Group. 

 
5.1.5 Council builds a car park on the footprint of the existing car park but increases 

the number of parks available 
 Not recommended.  The NPV ranges from negative $11 million to positive $7.8 

million depending on whether ground floor retail is included.  However, Council 
bear the construction cost risk and the risk of attracting and maintaining tenants 
for the ground floor retail space if included.  This is a non-core Council activity. 
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5.1.6 Council sell the land to Carter Group for $3 million and pay Carter Group $31 

million to provide a car park 
 Provides a negative NPV of around .  
 All risks of construction and operation are transferred to the Carter Group. 
 Would require additional net borrowing to meet the upfront cash obligation. 

 
 6. STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

  
   6.1 It is recommended that the Council: 

 
    6.1.1 In view of the existing relationship with the Carter Group due to the 

Encumbrance registered against the title to the Car Park and the urgency of 
providing car parking in the Retail Precinct, approves option 6 as detailed in 
this report. 

 
    6.1.2 Delegate to the Chief Financial Officer authority on behalf of the Council to 

negotiate with the Carter Group, and to enter into such legal agreements 
and documentation as he shall consider reasonable or necessary, and to 
implement the same. 
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Structural –    SKM    Kimberley Wylie 

Architectural –    Buchan Group   Anton Tritt 

Fire -     Holmes Consulting  Darin Millar  

Mechanical -    David Browne – D&C  Tim Browne 

Electrical -    Aotea – D&C   Mike Daniel 

 

STRUCTURAL - SKM: 

The structural design concept for the new car park building to be constructed on Lichfield Street, 
Christchurch. The car park comprises of two structurally independent buildings that are connected 
via two vehicle bridges which are located at the northern and southern sides of the car park. Each 
building is five storeys high. The building has been designed to accommodate parking on levels -1 
Basement, L1-L5 and retail on the Ground floor.  

Ground Conditions  

Ground conditions comprise the following; 

 Interbedded sand and silt to depths between 3.5 to 5 m below ground level 
 Underlain by dense sandy gravel to depths of between 12 to 13.5 m below ground level 
 Underlain by silty sand 
 Riccarton gravels are inferred to be in the order of 22 m below ground level.   

Ground water is assumed to be approximately 2 m below ground level.  

Site conditions to be considered; 

 Much of the site is on the Listed Land Use Register as a site in which potential Hazardous Activities or 
Industries have taken place. A contamination land management plan will be required, careful 
stockpile control and validation sampling of the excavated material prior to disposal as clean fill.   

 The excavation will be beneath the level of the water table therefore dewatering of the excavation 
will be required.  In regards to this site being potentially contaminated careful sequencing of works 
will be required to avoid having to dispose of all groundwater to the Bromley Wastewater Treatment 
Plant. 

 Adjacent structures are located close to the site.  These will need to be monitored for both cracking 
and damage during the installation of sheet piles and excavation of material.  Settlement monitoring 
will also need to be carried out during dewatering.  
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Foundations; 

Raft Foundation at basement level 

Approx. 4m deep basement 

Permanently sheet pile entire site boundary 

800mm deep raft slab 

Superstructures; 

The superstructure of the car park is comprised of reinforced concrete floor slabs which are 
generally constructed from 160mm thick ComFlor80 units on the upper floors and Comflor 210 on 
Ground and L1. The lateral load resisting system is made up of eccentrically braced frames that span 
the full height of the building. These frames are located on all four sides of each building. The ramps 
located at the ends of the buildings are to be seismically separated from the main car park structure. 
The design currently allows for propped construction. Propping will be required under both the 
ComFlor and the steel floor beams.  

The structure from Basement to L1 consists of 900mm diameter columns and 800 x 600mm beams. 

Robustness and Durability 

Robustness provisions of the code are included in our design. Durability provisions will be met by 

doing the following: 

 providing appropriate paint specifications for steelwork 

 providing appropriate cover to reinforcing in concrete 

 and providing adequate concrete specification (specifically for aggressive ground conditions) 

Design Life 

The primary structure will be designed in to ensure a design life of 50 years or more, subject to 

appropriate maintenance procedures and routines. 

Dimensional Control / Construction Tolerance 

Generally, the structural works (profiles, levels, etc) are dimensioned to the Architect’s grids and 

levels. Construction tolerances will be in accordance with the relevant material standards which will 

be communicated to the contractor in the construction specification. 

Design Documents 

NZS 3101:Part 1:2006 – Concrete Structures Standard 

NZS 3404:Part 1:1997 – Steel Structures Standard 

AS/NZS 1170 – Structural Design Actions 

NZS 1170.5:2004 – Structural Design Actions, Part 5: Earthquake Actions – New Zealand  
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ARCHITECTURAL – BUCHAN GROUP: 

 
General : Uses/Areas/Spaces  

 Laneways 

 Retail Space 

 Car park entry, ramps 

 Back of House 

 Recycling/Refuse Areas 

 Energy Plan Room 

 Egress stairwells 

 Lifts & lift foyers 

 Firefighting water storage, valve room and pump areas 
 
Lifts 

 Selected commercial lifts x 3 in triple bank formation 

 Stainless steel / pc internal car finishes. 

 Stainless steel door finish 

 Swipe card access – lift three 
 
Laneways 

 Selected paving to falls 

 Storm water drainage to CCC approved outfalls 

 Storm water sumps/channels 

 Galvanised steel storm water grates and sumps 

 Retail frontages – aluminium joinery 

 Retail frontages – painted bagged brick to timber framed walls 

 Landlords lighting 

 Fire egress lights and emergency lighting 

 Way finding signage 

 Entrance/Security gates – powder coated steel 

 Egress control gear to gates – fail safe 

 Water taps 
 
Lichfield St Veranda 

 Safety glass to selected supports 

 Painted steel structural steel support structure 

 SS gutter and Dp’s to storm water system 

 Lighting to underside of veranda 
 
Upper Car Park Cladding - Feature 

 Cladding option 1 – Stamisol FT381 from Fabric Structure Systems Ltd 

 Cladding to provide no more than 50% vertical surface coverage 

 www.fabricstructure.co.nz 
 
Upper Car Park Cladding – Solid 

 Lightweight Construction fire rated panels 
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Stairwells & Egress Halls 

 Stairs – reinforced concrete or steel 

 Emergency lighting 

 Signage – paint/aluminium/plastic/vinyl signage 

 Sealed concrete walls and ceiling 

 Selected vinyl flooring to lobbies and halls 

 Galvanised balustrade  

 Emergency exit lighting 

 Fire and smoke doors  

 Stair nosing strips 

 Selected Metal doors with egress door hardware & after hour access card system 

 Vertical services duct 

 Vertical HVAC ducts 

 Security System 
 
Car decks 

 Waterproof membrane/system to L1 and top L5 car decks 

 Concrete up stand vehicle barrier 

 Painted metal balustrades – safety from falling 

 Car stops 

 Emergency lighting 

 Way finding signage 

 Sprinkler system throughout 

 Fire and smoke doors  

 Jet fan units (fire smoke control) 

 Exterior lighting  
 

FIRE DESIGN – HOLMES CONSULTING: 

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS 

Provide the entire site with a NZS 4541 compliant sprinkler system, with an on-site dedicated tank 
supply with 120,000 litre capacity. A diesel pump within an enclosure approximately 5m x3m will be 
required and must be accessible at all times. 

As part of the sprinkler system will be the need for a manual call point and sounder system 
throughout.  

To facilitate fire service intervention, each stairwell is to be provided with an internal fire hydrant 
and a further two outlets per floor is to be allowed for. The full system is to comply with NZS 4510. 

Emergency lighting throughout in accordance with F6/AS1. 

FIRE SEPARATIONS 

Refer to the attached sketches (FS 101 & FS 102) depicting fire separation requirements between 
the ground level car park entry and the neighbouring retail space, and to the stair cores. 
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Structural fire rating between the ground and first floor will be 60min. From Level 1 above, all the 
structure and floors are to be fire rated for a period of 30min. 

Two considerations for the fire rating to “external” walls are indicated on the Architectural 
elevations.  Option 1 is the more open solution compared to Option 2. These are presented as 
options until such time as the definitions of external boundaries is resolved. All panels noted as 
concrete are required to achieve a 30min fire rating. 

The external walls on the boundaries need to extend as parapets to be 1.5m above the top deck of 
the car park. 

MEANS OF ESCAPE 

The design occupancy loads in event of fire for car parks is set at 50m2/p which is approximately 
70p/level. As two stairs are provided, and on the basis the two bridges can also be utilised by 
pedestrians then the locations and discharging of the stairs is sufficient. 

Emergency exit signage will be required throughout. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Some issues for resolution before further design can progress include: 

o the locations of legal boundaries, 

o location of plant required, 

o definition of the client brief for asset protection, 

o intended storage heights within the retail sections, 

o confirm a NZBC Sprinkler system is sufficient, and a full standard system is unnecessary, 

o Existing easement agreements and associated rights of others. 

The above information is considered commensurate to the design phase status and is provided to 
meet the expected requirements of C1-C6 of the New Zealand Building Code. 

 

MECHANICAL DESIGN – DAVID BROWNE CONTRACTORS: 

Car park Ventilation –The ventilation system consists of many Jet Vent fans placed appropriately 
around the floors and extracting out of the roof via builders ducts reticulating up the length of the 
building through the central laneway void. Roof Mounted car park exhaust fans will be installed on 
the roof.  
Silencers have been included prior to each fan for attenuation. The Jet Fans will be controlled via 
Variable speed drives, CO2 sensing and modulating dampers on each floor.  
 

ELECTRICAL DESIGN – AOTEA ELECTRIC: 

Design 
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Complete the electrical, communications and security design and provide PS1 and PS4 producer 

statements.  

 

Power supply and reticulation 

We have included for the following mains and submains reticulation 

 -   Mains supply from an Orion connection to a centrally located MSB 

 -   MSB complete with provision for supplies to independently metered retail units and a landlord 

meter and distribution board to supply the car park facilities 

 -    MCB only for 1 HVAC submain connection (submain and all HVAC electrical by others) 

No allowance has been made for Orion costs. 

No allowance has been made for any costs or work associated with relocating any existing electrical, 

security or communications systems  

 

Car park 

We have included for the following to car park areas 

 -   Lighting and emergency lighting (self-contained and non-monitored) 

 -   general IP56 rated single power outlets (48 of) generally to staircase landings, 1 per lift foyer and 

1 in the MSB room 

 -   3 lift pit maintenance lights and IP56 power outlets 

Power supplies to 

 -   1 security panel 

 -   1 fire alarm panel 

 -   1 fire pump 

 -   1 communications panel 

 -   1 traffic management system and 3 barrier arms 

 -   4 roller grills 

 

 -   1 traffic operator booth 

 -   3 lifts 

-   3 lift pit sump pumps (excludes pumps or controls) 
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Communications  

The general scope of work includes the supply and installation of 

 -   1 single Cat6 data outlet each of the to the MSB, Lift Phones, Security Panel and Fire Alarm Panels 

 -   2x Cat6 to traffic operator booth 

 -   Building distribution frame 

 -   3x Cat6 to each retail tenancy frame-(6x Bldg1, 3x Bldg2) 

 -   4x Cat6 to the large tenancy frame in Bldg2 

 -   Termination Frame in each retail space  

No allowance has been made for 

 -   Telco costs to arrange network connections 

 -   fitout of tenancies 

 -   relocating any existing services 

 

Lightning protection system 

No allowance has been made for lightning protection, it would be doubtful if this would be required. 

General Exclusions 

Car park operator - No allowance has been made for electrical works required by a car park operator 

other than noted above. 

CCTV - No allowance has been made to provide a CCTV system (assume this would be provided by 

the car park operator) 
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Appendix 3:  Detailed Analysis of Options 
 

Option 1 The Carter Group Proposal of 5 May 
 
Financial Implications 
 Council’s estimated market value of the land is $3.135 million (unencumbered) and the value estimated 

by Carter Group with its current encumbrances is $201,000. A sale at $2 million would result in a loss to 
Council.  

 It is expected that Council will be successful in proving that the building is a total loss. The full insurance 
proceeds can be transferred and used to build another car park building. 

 The sale price of the land is estimated to be sufficient to meet the car park fit out costs (subject to specific 
review of contract and what is included in the build). Council would not have to increase its borrowing to 
fund the initial outlay. 

 Carter Group’s estimate of the operating revenue achievable from car parking operations is far in excess 
of Council’s initial projections. Council officers believe that the car park would incur operating losses in 
the region of $2 million per annum for a number of years until demand peaks. Note that demand will need 
to be higher than pre earthquake levels because of the increased capacity. 

 
This option has a negative NPV exceeding  over 25 years. 
 
Borrowing 
 Based on initial assumptions, no additional borrowing is required to fund the project.  The potential for 

ongoing operating losses will need to be funded. 
 
Legal Implications 
 This option would resolve any Carter Group claim for compensation against the Council under the 

Encumbrance, and remove the need for on-going compliance by the Council with the Encumbrance.  
Carter Group would take responsibility for compliance with the Encumbrance and any regulatory 
compliance required. 

 As only the high level details of the Carter Group proposal are known at this stage, significant detail is yet 
to be negotiated and agreed (including the terms of the lease and the land sale). 

 The proposal will require a sale of land to the Carter Group, and a resolution of issues including 
encumbrances with Kivers Lane (which will require Council and third party agreement).  

 Council would control use of the site for car parking through the lease. 
 
Risks 
 The lease payments have not been set based on market rates of return rather a desired return on the 

investment (construction and land value) to the developer.  As a result in the opinion of Deloitte the 
developer is earning a return on its investments at a higher level than the considered market return on 
investment. 

 
Option 2 Council rebuild the car park on the existing site to the existing size 
 
Financial Implications 
 Maximises Council’s insurance position in that it would allow recovery of the full value of assessed repair 

or rebuild cost. 
 Excluding the return on ground floor retail this option would make a small operating surplus after taking 

into account debt repayments.  With ground floor retail lease income of approximately  per 
annum an increased operating surplus is projected. 

 
This option has a positive NPV of $4.1 million - $29.7 million over 25 years depending on whether the 
Council is the operator or not and if ground floor retail is included. 
 
Borrowing and build cost 
 Based on initial assumptions additional borrowing of approximately $1 million is required to fund the 

project.  The initial operating losses will need to be funded. 
 This option assumes a total build cost of $18.4 million including a contingency of $2.6 million. 
 
Legal Implications 
 This option is likely to resolve any Carter Group claim for compensation under the Encumbrance.  

However, the Council would need to ensure compliance with the existing Encumbrance, and/or to 
negotiate variations with the Carter Group and the Council’s Building Control Group as regulator under 
the Building Act to meet regulatory requirements arising from the rebuild of the Council building and its 
interface with the Carter Group development. 
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 Rebuilding the car park building as before, on a like for like basis is not an option as the old bus exchange 
is no longer required.  Any rebuild of the car park would therefore need to comply with the City Plan 
requirements, including the provision of retail spaces at street level and laneways. 

 
Risks 
 Council bears the risk of construction cost increases but this is covered by insurance  
 Risk of additional costs to address particular issues such as the current encumbrances and to meet urban 

design requirements. 
 Including ground floor retail does improve the financial outcomes but comes with its own risks and is an 

activity that Council may not want to enter into.  The cost of ground floor retail will not be covered by 
insurance. 

 Provides Council with the option to operate or lease the car park to an operator. 
 The financial projections where the Council is the operator are highly sensitive to rental income 

movements. 
 
 
Option 3 Council build based on the size and cost of the Carter Group Proposal 
 
Financial implications 
 Maximises Council’s insurance position in that it would recover the full value of assessed repair or rebuild 

cost. 
 There is a betterment element due to the increased size which needs to be funded by Council, the total 

amount of betterment could be funded through the insurance recovery from the Manchester Street Car 
Park. 

 I For the first 2-3 years, without considering ground floor retail lease income, initial projections show a 
small operating loss after allowing for the repayment of borrowing.  With ground floor retail lease income 
of approximately million per annum an operating surplus is projected. 

 
Should Council operate the car park the NPV range over 25 years is negative $0.3 million to positive $21.3 
million depending on whether ground floor retail rental income is included. 
 
Borrowing and build cost 
 Based on initial assumptions additional borrowing of approximately  is required to fund the 

project.  The initial operating losses will need to be funded. 
 This option assumes a total build cost of including a contingency of  
 
Legal Implications 
 This option is likely to resolve any Carter Group claim for compensation under the Encumbrance.  

However, the Council would need to ensure compliance with the existing Encumbrance, and/or to 
negotiate variations with the Carter Group and the Council’s Building Control Group as regulator under 
the Building Act to meet regulatory requirements arising from the rebuild of the Council building and its 
interface with the Carter Group development. 

 This option would require an exchange of land with Carter Group, and a resolution of issues with Kivers 
Lane (which will require Council and third party agreement). 

 Any rebuild of the car park would need to comply with the City Plan requirements, including the provision 
of retail spaces at street level and laneways. 

 
Risks 
 Council does bear the risk of construction cost increases.  
 Risk of additional costs to address particular issues such as the current encumbrances and to meet urban 

design requirements. 
 Including ground floor retail does improve the financial outcomes but comes with its own risks and is not 

Council’s core business. 
 The financial projections are particularly sensitive to rental income movements. 
 
Option 4 Council sells the land to the Carter Group and it builds the car park and operates it using a 
third party operator 
 
Financial Implications 
 Council’s estimated value of the land is $3.135 million (unencumbered) and the value estimated by Carter 

Group with its current encumbrances is $201,000. A sale at $2 million will result in a loss to Council. 
 It is expected that Council will be successful in proving that the building is a total loss. The full insurance 

proceeds can be transferred and used to build another car park building. 
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This option has a positive NPV of $9.6 million over 25 years. 
 
Borrowing 
 Council would not have any additional borrowing under this option and sale proceeds and insurance 

recoveries could be used to fund other projects. 
 
Legal Implications 
 This option would resolve any Carter Group claim for compensation against the Council under the 

Encumbrance, and remove the need for on-going compliance by the Council with the Encumbrance.  
Carter Group would take responsibility for compliance with the Encumbrance and any regulatory 
compliance required. 

 The proposal will require a resolution of issues with Kivers Lane (which will require Council and third party 
agreement). 

 Council will need to consider any section 40 Public Works Act offer back obligations arising from any lane 
sale. 

 The Council could control the use of the land for car parking by requiring its own encumbrance to that 
effect. 

 
Risks 
 Council will not bear any construction or operation risks. 
 
Option 5 Council builds a car park on the footprint of the existing car park but increases the number 
of parks available 
 
Financial Implications 
 Maximises Council’s insurance position in that it would recover the full value of assessed repair or rebuild 

cost. 
 There is a betterment element due to the increased size which needs to be funded by Council.. 
 If Council were to operate the car park without retail on the ground floor it would be expected to operate 

for the initial 5-6 years at an operating loss excluding debt repayment.  With ground floor retail lease 
income of approximately  per annum an operating surplus is projected from the first year of 
operation. 

 Financially this option provides the greatest benefit when ground floor retail rental income is also earned 
by Council.  If there were no ground floor retail this option would not be recommended. 

 The NPV range of operating the car park over 25 years is negative $11 million to positive $7.8 million 
depending on whether ground floor retail rental income is included. 

 
Borrowing and Construction cost 
 Based on initial assumptions borrowing of approximately $12.4 million would be required to fund the 

project.  This could be reduced if the insurance recoveries from other car parks not being replaced were 
applied to the project. 

 This option assumes a total build cost of $29.9 million including a contingency of $4.3 million. 
 
Legal Implications 
 This option is likely to resolve any Carter Group claim for compensation under the Encumbrance.  

However, the Council would need to ensure compliance with the existing Encumbrance, and/or to 
negotiate variations with the Carter Group and the Council’s Building Control Group as regulator under 
the Building Act to meet regulatory requirements arising from the rebuild of the Council building and its 
interface with the Carter Group development. 

 Any rebuild of the car park would need to comply with the City Plan requirements, including the provision 
of retail spaces at street level and laneways. 

 
Risks 
 Council does bear the risk of construction cost increases. 
 Risk of additional costs to address particular issues such as the current encumbrances and to meet urban 

design requirements. 
 Including ground floor retail does improve the financial outcomes but comes with its own risks and is not 

Council’s core business. 
 The financial implications are particularly sensitive to changes in rental income. 
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Option 6 Council sells the land to the Carter Group for $3 million and pays the Carter Group $31 
million to provide a car park as part of their retail development 
 
Financial implications 
 Council’s estimated value of the land is $3.135 million (unencumbered) and the value estimated by Carter 

Group with its current encumbrances is $201,000. A sale at $3 million would be consistent with Council’s 
estimated market value. 

 The Carter Group is responsible for fitout costs. 
 Council pays a fixed sum of $812,000 for the demolition. 
 Council to arrange for its insurer to take any samples needed for insurance purposes in a timely manner 

and at the insurer’s cost. 
 It is expected that Council will be successful in proving that the building is a total loss. The full insurance 

proceeds can be transferred and used to build another car park building.  It is expected that the 
contractual documentation that would be entered into with Carter Group would allow the Council to meet 
the insurers’ requirements to protect the Council’s insurance position before the building is demolished. 

 The staged payments to the Carter Group proposed defer Council’s upfront cost resulting in a lower NPV. 
 
This option has a negative NPV of around  over 25 years.   
 
Borrowing 
 Assuming an insurance recovery of $18 million this option requires an increase in the Council’s net 

borrowing of .  
  
Legal implications 
 This option would resolve any Carter Group claim for compensation against the Council under the 

Encumbrance, and remove the need for on-going compliance by the Council with the Encumbrance.  
Carter Group would take responsibility for compliance with the Encumbrance and any regulatory 
compliance required. 

 As only the high level details of the Carter Group proposal are known at this stage, significant detail is 
yet to be negotiated and agreed (including the terms of sale agreement and any new encumbrance). 

 Council would register an encumbrance on the title to the property to require that a public car park is 
provided on the property for years. 

 
Risks 
 The construction, ownership and operation risks are transferred to the Carter Group. 
 Placing an encumbrance on the property ensures that a public car park is maintained on the site for 50 

years. 
 There is a risk that the construction will not be completed. This risk can be minimised by appropriate 

contractual provisions requiring completion within certain timeframes but cannot be entirely eliminated.  If 
Carter Group failed to meet its obligations under the agreement, given that the Council is to retain land 
ownership until after the building is completed, there is a risk that the Council could be left with a partially 
completed building on its land. 
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7 May 2014 
 
CONFIDENTIAL 
 
Ms D Brandish 
Corporate Finance Manager 
Christchurch City Council 
P O Box 237 
CHRISTCHURCH 8140 
 
Letter sent by e-mail 
 
Dear Diane 

 
CROSSING CAR PARK – REVIEW 

Scope 

Christchurch City Council (“you” or “Council”) has requested Deloitte to review specific aspects of the 
Crossing Car Park Model (“financial model” or “model”) and assist you in the following areas: 

 reviewing your financial model; 
 reviewing Carter's financials/ the deal construct (i.e. Option 1 Revised as defined below); and 
 providing an opinion on applicable rental rates and rental escalation metrics. 

We understand you have completed an internal peer review of the financial model to verify that the 
model, in terms of formulas and mathematical accuracy/integrity, is working correctly, and therefore at 
your request, we have not included an independent peer review of the model within the scope of our 
review.  

We will complete this review subject to terms of the general corporate advisory engagement letter (dated 
8 December 2009) in place with Council to cover relatively smaller pieces of advice (of this nature).   

Crossing Car Park Model 

The model estimates the NPV of the Crossing Car Park under the following six scenarios: 

 Option 1 - Land sale to developer and build by developer with lease back  (Carter Group Offer) 
 Option 2 - Repair of Car Park and Bus Interchange by Council 
 Option 3 - Council Demolish and Rebuild - (based on initial Carter numbers) 
 Option 4 - Council sells land and developer builds and operates or uses third party operator 
 Option 5 - Council builds on current footprint but to a larger size  
 Option 1 Revised - Amended Carter Group Offer 

We understand that Option 1 has been superseded by the amended Carter Group offer in ‘Option 1 
Revised’, so we have focused our review on this scenario.  This is consistent with the scope of this report 
(as described above).  
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The key assumptions in the model, focusing on Option 1 Revised, are: 

 Discount rate  
 
The discount rate of 6.1% has been used in the model under all of the scenarios. We understand 
that this discount rate is based on the Council current cost of borrowing. 
 

 Project Capital Costs 
 
The Carter development proposal assumes a project cost of  (including a purchase price 
for the land of $2.5m) (refer Assumptions - B56).  The proposal assumes Council would lease 
(and operate) the Car Park from Carter. 
 

 Rental rates and escalation 
 
Option 1 Revised is based on a 25 year lease (lease payments being made by Council to Carter) 
with the lease payment starting at   and increasing by per annum plus a market 
review every five years (the model only includes the per annum increase as it assumes this 
level of increase would approximate the movement in market lease rates).   
 
As a reference point, the initial annual rental of  represents a rental yield for Carter’s of 

 (i.e.  /  
 

 Car Park Operator Income 
 
The model refers to a “Carter estimate” of operator income (refer Assumptions - L43) of  
p.a.  In comparison Council have built up the operator income from first principles to derive an 
annual operator income figure of  p.a. (refer cell B110). 

Deloitte Assessment 

Based on our review of the model, we have summarised our advice on the specific aspects you have asked 
us to comment on below: 

 Deal Construct  
 
From Council’s perspective, based on Council estimates of Car Park operator income, this 
transaction is not commercially viable, given the Car Park operator income  is 
estimated by Council to be materially less than Council would pay to Carter (initial rental 

   
 
However we note there are other factors that Council needs to consider in assessing this proposal 
(for example the economic development, social/community benefits, and rebuild/recovery 
benefits, which could flow if this project proceeds). 
 

 Rental rates and escalation 
 
This project is a commercial property development with the proposed developer (Carter) 
developing and leasing the Car Park back to Council.  The initial rental is assumed to be  
inflating at  p.a.  The lease term is assumed to be 25 years in the model.   
 

                                                      
1 In addition, we note Council would also incur operating expenses to operate the Car Park, estimated at  p.a. 
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As noted, this initial rental represents an  yield for Carter based on the assumed capital cost 
of the project (including land).  In assessing this initial yield it is necessary to consider: 
 

 The credit worthiness of the tenant (i.e. Council); 
 The length of the lease (25 years); and 
 The rental escalation mechanism (3.0% p.a. or higher if market rates have 

increased by greater than 3.0%). 
 
In our view, Council is a ‘blue chip’ tenant with a very strong credit rating.  We understand 
Council would commit to a 25 year lease term, which is a very long lease commitment for a 
tenant under a ‘normal’ commercial lease.  A  p.a. minimum rental increase is at the upper 
end of longer term inflationary expectations (generally in the range  to  p.a.).  In this 
context, these three factors significantly de-risk the project from the developers’ perspective.  
This reduced level of risk implies a developer should be willing to accept a relatively lower rental 
yield to reflect the lower level of risk.  This implies a lower initial rental (i.e. lower than  
p.a.) 
 
In this context, it is our experience that rental yields for commercial development projects would 
generally be in the range  to  (albeit we are aware of specific projects where yields 
were outside this range).  Based on our initial assessment of the proposed transaction we consider 
a reasonable rental yield for a developer for this project would be at the lower end of this range 
(say in the vicinity of   This reflects the relatively low risk to the developer as noted above. 
 

Conclusion 

If you have any questions about this letter, please contact me on 

Yours sincerely 
DELOITTE 

 
Paul Munro 
Partner 
 
Direct Dial Number: (03) 363 3856 
Email: pmunro@deloitte.co.nz 
 
z:\clients\c\christchurch city council\ops_cf\crossing car park review may 14\crossing car park review may 14 draft.docx 
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Secretarial Note: It is noted that during the meeting Councillor Johanson requested that his vote be
recorded against the resolution for item 27. This was recorded in the written record but
was omitted from the confirmed Minutes for this meeting – this secretarial note is to
correct this omission.
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